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I. Introduction

Whenthings happen to us, we talk about them. Eventsdo not just happen in words, but that
is our primary means of conveying them. When we talk, we do not just recount events one
by one in serial order as in a memory experiment. ... We tell things differently to different
audiencesand for differentends. (Tversky& Marsh, 2000, pp. 1-2)

An important development in experimental memory research over the past
two decades has been the extension of that research to include phenomena
and processes that are characteristic of the richness and complexity of
memory in real-life settings. Regardless of the controversies that have accom
panied this development, the everyday-naturalistic approach has greatly
enriched the study of memory, yielding new experimental paradigms, novel
theoretical approaches, and valuable insights.

The central thesis of the present chapter is that particularly in real-life
situations, but also to some extent in the laboratory, rememberers strategi
cally regulate the quality and amount of information that they report from
memory in accordance with two generally competing goals: accuracy and
informativeness. They do so by deciding which items ofinformation to report
and which to withhold, and by controlling the level of precision or graininess
of the information that they report. These decisions can have a substantial
effect on memory performance.
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In this chapter, we present a current snapshot of the metacognitive
framework that we developed for investigating this regulation, reviewing
related work in which some of the essential aspects of the strategic regulation
of memory reporting in real-life contexts have been brought into the labora
tory for controlled experimental study.

A. EVERYDAY VERSUS LABORATORY ApPROACHES TO MEMORY

Our interest in the strategic regulation ofmemory reporting stemmed initially
from an attempt to clarify some apparent inconsistencies that emerged when
comparing laboratory-based findings regarding memory performance with
results obtained in naturalistic contexts (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994). As is
well known, tbere has been a long and sometimes heated debate between
proponents of the traditional, laboratory-based study of memory and those
who favor the ecological study of memory in naturalistic settings (see, e.g.,
January 1991 issue of American Psychologist). Our analysis of the discussions
surrounding this debate (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996a) revealed three dimen
sions along which the controversy generally revolved: what memory phenom
ena should be studied (real-life phenomena vs list-learning phenomena), how
they should be studied (ecological validity vs experimental control), and
where (real world vs laboratory).

In addition, however, we argued that there seems to be a more fundamental
breach underlying these issues that can account for some of the apparent
correlation between the "what," "where," and "how" aspects: Underlying the
everyday memory approach is a different way of thinking about memory, a
different memory metaphor, tban that underlying the traditional study of
memory. We labeled these metaphors, the correspondence and storehouse
metaphors, respectively. The contrast between the two metaphors provides
the metatheoretical foundation for distinguishing two essentially different
treatments ofmemory. As detailed below, in comparison witb the traditional,
storehouse approach, the correspondence-oriented, everyday approach has
engendered (1) an increased focus on the reliability or unreliability of memory
in capturing past events, (2) a greater recognition of the active role of the
rememberer in controlling memory performance, and (3) a stronger emphasis
on the role of subjective-phenomenological experience in remembering.

I. Focus on Accuracy

The traditional laboratory approach to the study of memory has followed
Ebbinghaus (1895) in adopting a quantity-oriented conoeption. In this con
ception, memory is seen as a storehouse into which discrete items of infor
mation are initially deposited and then later retrieved (Roediger, 1980).
Memory is then evaluated in terms of the number of items that can be
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recovered after some retention interval. This approach to memory underlies
the traditional list-learning paradigm that continues to produce much of the
data that appear in scientificjournals.

In contrast, the recent upsurge of interest in everyday memory phenomena
implies a different conception of memory. In this conception (following
Bartlett, 1932), memory is viewed as a representation or reconstruction of
past experience,and hence is evaluated in terms of its faithfulness to past events
rather than in terms of the mere number of input items that can be recovered.
Embodied in this conception is a correspondence rather than a storehouse
metaphor of memory (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996a,b). The correspondence
metaphor, with its emphasis on memory accuracy, is apparent in such varied
topics as eyewitness testimony, autobiographical memory, spatial memory,
memorydistortions and fabrications, falsememory, memory and metamemory
illusions, and schema-based errors. As reviewed in Koriat, Goldsmith, and
Pansky (2000), the growing body of work on memory accuracy and distortion
has produced a plethora of new paradigms and findings,as wellas some specific
accuracy-oriented theories that attempt to explain them.

2. Active Role of the Rememberer

The interest in everyday memory has led also to a greater emphasis on the
functions of memory in real-life contexts and on the active role of the
rememberer in putting memory to use in the service of personal goals.
Most prominently, Neisser (1996, p. 204) has proposed that remembering
should be viewed as a form of purposive action. In his words:

Remembering is a kind of doing. Like other kinds of doing, it is purposive, personal, and
particular: (1) It ispurposive becauseit isdone witha specificgoal in mind; often thatgoal is to
tell thetruthaboutsomepast event,but on otheroccasionsit maybe to entertain, to impress,
or to reassure. (2) It ispersonal becauseit isdone bya specific individual andbearsthestampof
thatindividual's characteristic wayof doingandtelling. (3) It isparticular becauseit is done on
a specific occasion, in a way that reflects the particular opportunities and demands that the
occasion may afford.

Neisser's proposal (see also Winograd, 1994, 1996), together with the idea
that memory constructions are "skillfully built from available parts to serve
specific purposes" (Neisser, 1996, p. 204), not only promotes a functional
perspective in the study of memory but also implies a greater emphasis on
self-controlled, regulatory processes in remembering. This emphasis can
be seen in an expanded notion of retrieval and remembering (Norman &
Schacter, 1996; Winograd, 1996; Koriat, Goldsmith, & Halamish, in press)
and in work emphasizing the metacognitive processes of monitoring and
control that mediate memory performance (Goldsmith & Koriat, 1999;
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Koriat & Goldsmith, I996b). Complex evaluative and decisional processes
used to avoid memory errors or to escape illusions of familiarity have been
emphasized by many authors (Burgess & Shallice, 1996; Goldsmith &
Koriat, 1999; Kelley & Jacoby, 1996; Schacter, Norman, & Koutstaal,
1998). The operation of these processes is particularly crucial in real-life
situations (e.g., eyewitness testimony) in which a premium is generally placed
on accurate reporting.

Personal control has not figured prominently in traditional laboratory
memory research, perhaps because of its incompatibility with the desire
for strict experimental control (Banaji & Crowder, 1989; Nelson & Narens,
1994). Thus, the common approach has been to limit personal control over
memory reporting as much as possible (e.g., by using forced-report techni
ques; Erdelyi & Becker, 1974), or else to attempt to "correct" for it by using
techniques such as those provided by the signal-detection methodology
(Lockhart & Murdock, 1970) or standard correction-for-guessing formulas
(Cronbach, 1984). This approach essentially treats personal control as a
methodological nuisance that must be eliminated. However, once we
acknowledge that personal control over memory reporting is an intrinsic
aspect of real-life remembering (see below), then participants must be allowed
such control, but at the same time the underlying dynamics and performance
consequences of this control should be systematically investigated.

3. Emphasis on Subjective Experience

The focus on memory accuracy and correspondence in real-life remembering
has been accompanied by increased interest in the phenomenal qualities of
recollective experience. Such qualities have attracted little interest in tradi
tional quantity-oriented memory research. Accuracy-oriented research, in
contrast, often involves the assumption that the phenomenal qualities of
remembering provide diagnostic clues that are used by rememberers (as well
as by observers) for discriminating between genuine and false memories
(Conway, Collins, Gathercole, & Anderson, 1996; Koriat, 1995; Ross,
1997). For example, this assumption is central to the source-monitoring
framework (Mitchell & Johnson, 2000). In this framework, such properties
as perceptual vividness and amount of contextual detail are assumed to help
rememberers in specifying the origin of mental experiences. Subjective expe
rience has been examined in connection with autobiographical memories
(Brewer, 1992;Conway et aI., 1996), false recall (payne, Jacoby, & Lambert,
2004; Roediger & McDermott, 1995; Schacter, Verfaellie, & Pradere, 1996),
post-event misinformation (Zaragoza & Mitchell, 1996), flashbulb memories
(Conway, 1995), eyewitness testimony (Fruzzetti, Toland, Teller, & Loftus,
1992), and fluency attributions and misattributions (Kelley & Jacoby, 1998).
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In metacognition research, various types ofmetacognitive feelings, such as the
sense of familiarity, the feeling of knowing, and subjective confidence, have
been assumed to guide the regulation of search and retrieval processes
(Benjamin & Bjork, 1996; Koriat & Levy-Sadot, 1999; Koriat, Ma'ayan, &
Nussinson, 2006; Son & Schwartz, 2002). Thus no longer mere epipheno
mena, subjective experience is treated as an integral component of the process
of remembering (Johnson, 1997; Kelley & Jacoby, 2000; Koriat et al., 2000;
Schacter et al., 1998).

B. COMPETING GOALS OF MEMORY REPORTING: ACCURACY

VERSUS INFORMATIVENESS

The traditional storehouse metaphor of memory implies a clear goal for the
rememberer: to reproduce as much of the originally stored information as
possible. This is the essence of the instructions provided to participants in
typical list-learning experiments. In contrast, as just discussed, the goals of
remembering in everyday life are complex and varied and, in addition, these
may be partially or wholly conflicting. Hence, a great deal of skill and
sophistication may be required of the rememberer in negotiating between
the different goals and in finding an expedient compromise.

In this chapter, we focus on two prominent memory goals that are tied to
the storehouse and correspondence metaphors, respectively: quantity, or
more generally, informativeness, and accuracy. In real-life situations, these
willoften be pursued in the serviceof other, higher-order goals. Importantly,
the two goals are generally conflicting. Consider, for example, a courtroom
witness who has sworn to "tell the whole truth and nothing but the truth."
Even if the witness is sincere in trying to uphold this oath, given the fallibility
of memory, it is generally not possible to satisfy both of the implied commit
ments simultaneously: To avoid false testimony, the witness may choose to
refrain from providing information that she feels unsure about. This, how
ever, will tend to reduce the amount of information that she provides the
court. Alternatively, she may choose to phrase her answers at a level of
generality at which they are unlikely to be wrong. Once again, however, the
increased accuracy will come at the expense of informativeness.

In what follows, we present work that examines how rememberers con
trol their memory reporting in the wake of generally competing demands
for accuracy and informativeness, and the consequences of this control for
their memory performance. Two types of control are considered: The first,
control of report option (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994, 1996b), involves
the decision to volunteer or to withhold particular items of information.
The second, control of grain size (Goldsmith, Koriat, & Pan sky, 2005;
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Goldsmith, Koriat, & Weinberg-Eliezer, 2002), involves choosing the level
of precision or coarseness of an answer, when it is provided.

n. The Strategic Control of Memory Reporting:
A Metaeognitive Framework

In order to bring the essential aspects of the strategic regulation of memory
reporting into the laboratory, we adopted an item-based approach that
allows the examination of memory quantity and memory accuracy perfor
mance within a common framework. In this framework, the two memory
properties are distinguished in terms of input-bound and output-bound mea
sures, respectively (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994, 1996b). Traditionally, mea
sures of memory performance have been calculated conditional on the input
by expressing the number of items recalled or recognized as the proportion or
percentage of the total number of items presented. Such measures reflect the
amount of presented or studied information that has been retained and is
currently accessible. This type of assessment follows natnrally from the
storehouse metaphor.

Memory performance, however, can also be assessed using output-bound
measures in which the number of correct items recalled is expressed as a
proportion or percentage of the total number of items reported. Such mea
sures reflect the accuracy of the memory report, in terms of the probability
that a reported item is correct. Consider, for example, a participant (witness)
who is presented with 25 words (items of information), and in a recall test
reports 12 words (provides answers to 12 questions), 10 of which are correct
and 2 are commission errors (wrong). Input-bound memory quantity perfor
mance in that case is .40 (10/25), that is, 40% of the input-study items have
been successfully recalled. In contrast, output-bound memory accuracy is
.83 (10/12). That is, 83% of the output-recalled items (answers) are, in fact,
correct. This latter measure uniquely reflects the dependability of the infor
mation that is reported-the degree to which each reported item can be
trusted to be correct. Essentially, then, whereas the input-bound quantity
measure holds the rememberer responsible for what he or she fails to report,
the output-bound accuracy measure holds the person accountable only for
what he or she does report.

Importantly, output-bound accuracy and input-bound quantity measures
can be distinguished operationally only when rememberers are given the
option offree report. On forced-report tests, such as forced-choice recogni
tion or (less commonly) forced recall, in which participants are required to
provide a substantive response to each and every test item, the input-bound
quantity and output-bound accuracy percentages are necessarily equivalent.
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This isbecause the number of output items is the same as the number of input
items (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994, 1996a). For example, if a participant gets
10 out of 25 choices correct on a forced-choice recognition test, we may
conclude either that the probability of correctly recognizing an input item
is .40 (input-bound quantity) or that the probability that a reported item is
correct is .40 (output-bound accuracy). The difference between the two
measures is entirely a matter of interpretation-whether one intends to
measure quantity or accuracy. In contrast, on free-report tests, such as
cued or free recall, participants are allowed to omit items from the memory
report or, equivalently, to respond "don't know" if they feel they do not
remember an item. In this case, the number of output items may be far fewer
than the number of input items.

The option of free report is essential when the focus is on output-bound
memory accuracy. Just as an eyewitness cannot be expected to uphold the
oath to tell "nothing but the truth" under forced-report conditions, neither
does it make sense to hold participants accountable for the errors that they
make under such conditions. Indeed, only under free-report conditions,
when remembcrers have the option to respond "don't know," can we assume
that they are actually committed to the accuracy of their memory output.
Clearly, in real-life (and most laboratory) sellings, rememberers do not
simply spew out all of the items of information that come to mind. In fact,
as will be seen below, the option to screen out incorrect answers is an
important means by which rememberers regulate the quality and quantity
of their memory output in real-life settings.

How can the strategic regulation of memory performance in free-report
situations be conceptualized and investigated? In searching for a viable
research approach, we first turned to signal-detection theory (SOT; Green
& Swets, 1966; Swets, Tanner, & Birdsall, 1961). Of course, SOT has been
very influential in bringing to the fore the role of subject-controlled processes
in memory responding (Lockhart & Murdock, 1970;Norman & Wickelgren,
1969). That framework and its associated Type-I analyses have been used
extensively to investigate the decision processes underlying forced-report
recognition memory: Participants in the standard old/new recognition para
digm are assumed to set a response criterion on a continuum of memory
strength in order to decide whether to respond "old" (studied) or "new" (foil)
to any given test item. Depending on various further assumptions, two
indexes are typically derived: a measure of retention, d', and a measure of
criterion level, {3.

Unfortunately, however, the traditional signal-detection approach (Type-I
analysis) is not very helpful in dealing with the decision process underlying
free-report memory performance, that is, with the decision whether to report
an answer or to abstain. Therefore, our approach to the problem was to
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extend the basic logic underlying SDT to free-report situations (as others have
done; see Klatzky & Erdelyi, 1985; and see Higham, 2002, for an application
of Type-2 SDT analyses, discussed in Section ILD), but also to augment that
logic with concepts and methods borrowed from the study of metacognition.

A. THE BASIC MODEL: CONTROL OF REPORT OPTION

Figure I presents a simple model of how metamemory processes are used to
regulate memory accuracy and quantity performance under free-report con
ditions (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b). The model is deliberately schematic,
focusing on the manner in which metacognitive processes at the reporting
stage affect the ultimate memory performance (cf. the distinction between
"ecphory" and "conversion" in Tulving, 1983). Thus, in addition to an
unspecified retrieval (or ecphory, reconstruction, and so forth) mechanism,
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Fig. 1. A schematic model of the strategic regulation of memory accuracy and memory
quantity performance, utilizing the option of free report. The upward and downward pointing
arrows on the right of the figure signify positive and negative performance outcomes. (Adapted
from Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b.)
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we posit a monitoring mechanism that is used to subjectively assess the
correctness of potential memory responses, and a control mechanism that
determines whether to volunteer the best available candidate answer (for
similar models, see Barnes, Nelson, Dunlosky, Mazzoni, & Narens, 1999;
Higham, 2002). The control mechanism operates by setting a report criterion
on the monitoring output: The answer is volunteered if its assessed probabil
ity of being correct passes the criterion, but is withheld otherwise. The
criterion is set on the basis of implicit or explicit payoffs, that is, the perceived
gain for providing correct information relative to the cost of providing
incorrect information.

Although the model is simple, its implications for memory performance
are not. In fact, as will now be explained, within this metacognitive frame
work, free-report memory performance depends on four contributing
factors:

I. Overall retention: The amount of correct information (i.e., the number of
correct candidate answers) that can be retrieved.

2. Monitoring effectiveness: The extent to which the assessed probabilities
(subjective confidence judgments) successfully differentiate correct from
incorrect candidate answers.

3. Control sensitivity: The extent to which the volunteering or withholding
of answers is in fact based on the monitoring output.

4. Report criterion setting: The report-criterion probability (PnJ above
which answers are volunteered, below which they are withheld,

The general assumption is that although people cannot increase the quan
tity of correct information that they retrieve (e.g., Nilsson, 1987), they
can enhance the accuracy of the information that they report by withholding
answers that are likely to be incorrect. Hence, the most basic prediction is
for a quantity-accuracy trade-off. In general, raising the report criterion
should result in fewer volunteered answers, a higher percentage of which
are correct (increased output-bound accuracy), but a lower number of
which are correct (decreased input-bound quantity). Because raising the
report criterion is assumed to increase accuracy at the expense of quantity,
the strategic control of memory performance requires the rememberer to
weigh the relative payoffs for accuracy and quantity in reaching an appropri
ate criterion setting.

Of course, this assumes that the participant does in fact volunteer and
withhold information on the basis of subjective confidence. This is an
assumption that is shared with the SDT framework, but our framework
allows for variations in the strength of the relationship between subjective
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experience and behavior, and treats this as a free parameter in explaining
free-report memory performance.

The prediction of a quantity-accuracy trade-off also assumes that the
participant's probability assessments are reasonably, but not perfectly, diag
nostic of the correctness of the candidate answers. The importance of this
assumption has largely gone unnoticed. Indeed, although monitoring effec
tiveness has attracted much attention among students of metacognition
(Koriat, 2007; Metcalfe & Shimamura, 1994; Schwartz, 1994), its perfor
mance consequences have only recently begun to be investigated (Barnes
et aI., 1999; Bjork, 1994;Thiede, Anderson, & Therriault, 2003).

The critical contribution of monitoring effectiveness to both memory
accuracy and memory quantity performance emerged in several simulation
analyses based on the model (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b). Let us assume a
testing situation in which 50% of a participant's candidate answers are
correct (varying this percentage does not change the basic pattern of results),
and manipulate both monitoring effectiveness and report criterion. Figure 2
depicts the accuracy and quantity performance that should ensue under the
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Fig. 2. Simulated memory quantity and memory accuracy performance (proportion correct)
plotted as a function of response criterion level, assuming three different levels of monitoring
effectiveness (see text for explanation). (Adapted from Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b.)
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model from the use of various report criteria, assuming three different levels
of monitoring effectiveness.

Consider first the "prototypical" monitoring condition (Plot B). In this
condition the participant's confidence judgments are assumed to be uniform
ly distributed across 11 levels, ranging from 0 (certainly wrong) to 1.0
(certainly right). In addition, these judgments are assumed to be perfectly
calibrated, that is, 20% of the answers with confidence (assessed probability)
of .20 are correct, 30% of the answers with confidence of .30 are correct, and
so forth. Under these conditions, raising the report criterion from 0 (forced
report) to 1.0 yields the prototypical quantity-accuracy trade-off: Accuracy
increases but quantity decreases as the criterion becomes more strict.

Now, however, consider the plot for the "no discrimination" monitoring
condition (Plot C) in which the participant's confidence judgments bear no
relationship to the actual correctness of the answers. The participant may
believe that his or her judgments are diagnostic, but in fact the probability
that an answer is correct is .50 regardless of the confidence attached to it. In
this extreme case, the participant is unable to enhance his or her memory
performance at all by exercising the option of free report: Raising the report
criterion does not increase accuracy performance, but simply decreases
quantity performance.

Finally, consider the "perfect discrimination" condition (plot A) in which
the participant discriminates perfectly between correct and incorrect candi
date answers.' Here, all correct answers are assigned a subjective probability
of 1.0,and all incorrect answers are assigned a probability ofO. In that case,
the ideal situation is reached in which the option of free report allows the
participant to achieve 100% accuracy with no cost in quantity: For any
criterion level greater than 0 (forced report), the participant will volunteer
only correct answers and withhold only incorrect answers.

I It is important to distinguish between two different indices of monitoring effectiveness,
calibration and resolution (or discrimination accuracy; see, e.g., Lichtenstein et a1., 1982;
Nelson, 1996; Yaniv, Yates, & Smith, 1991). Calibration captures the absolute correspondence
between subjective probabilities and the actual proportions correct. Perfect calibration, however,
does not entail perfect monitoring effectiveness at the levelof the individual answers. For instance,
although a subject may be well calibrated in that, for example, among all items assigned a
probability of .60, exactly .60 are correct, this in fact means that the subjective monitoring is
not effectiveenough to differentiate the 60% correct responses from the 40% incorrect responses
included in this category. Thus, it is discrimination accuracy (relative correspondence) that is
more critical for the effective operation ofthe control mechanism: When assessed probabilities are
polarized between the 0 (certainly wrong) and 1.0 (certainly right) categories, perfect calibration
entails perfect discrimination accuracy at the level of individual items. Note, however, that the
same discrimination accuracy would be obtained even when the probability values assigned to the
two categories were, say, .40 and .41, in which case calibration would be very poor.
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These simulations help illustrate the role of two critical factors within the
proposed framework: monitoring effectiveness and accuracy motivation.
With regard to monitoring effectiveness, clearly some ability to distinguish
between correct and incorrect candidate answers is necessary for the control
of memory reporting to yield any benefits at all. Moreover, as this ability
improves, greater increases in accuracy can be achieved at lower costs in
quantity, so that at the extreme, when monitoring effectiveness is perfect,
there is no quantity-accuracy trade-off at all.

As far as accuracy motivation is concerned, one can generally increase the
accuracy of a memory report by employing a more conservative report
criterion. However, under most monitoring conditions, enhancing one's
accuracy becomes relatively costly in terms of quantity performance as the
criterion level is raised (note the accelerated drop in quantity on the proto
typical plot in Fig. 2). Thus, simply giving a person the option of free report
may allow a fairly large accuracy improvement to be achieved without much
loss of quantity, but placing a larger premium on accuracy should lead to a
more serious quantity reduction.

More generally, when considering free-report memory performance, it is
both necessary and useful to distinguish between the independent contri
butions of retention, monitoring, and control. Overall retention (50%, as
indexed by forced-report performance at criterion = 0) was the same for all
three conditions in Fig. 2. Yet the observed levels offree-report performance
could vary dramatically, depending on both the participant's control policy
(criterion level) and degree of monitoring effectiveness. We will return to
these points again with regard to the empirical results, considered next.

B. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Do the monitoring and control processes in fact operate in the postulated
manner? To test the basic assumptions of the model, we developed a special
two-phase procedure, referred to as the quantity-accuracy profile (QAP)
methodology (see Section Il.C below). In the first experiment (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1996b, Experiment I), a general knowledge test was administered
to participants in either a recall or a recognition format. The participants
initially took the test under forced-report instructions (Phase I) and provided
confidence judgments regarding the correctness ofeach answer. Immediately
afterward, they took the same test again under free-report instructions
(Phase 2), with either a moderate accuracy incentive (receiving a monetary
bonus for correct answers but paying an equal penalty for wrong answers) or
a strong accuracy incentive (in which the penalty was 10 times greater than
the bonus).

This procedure enabled us to trace the links postulated by the model (see
Fig. I) between retrieval, monitoring, control, and memory performance:
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Retrieval (recall or recognition) was tapped by treating the forced-report
answers provided in Phase I as representing the participant's best candidate
response for each item. Monitoring was tapped by eliciting each confidence
judgment as a subjective probability assessment (Pa) associated with each
best-candidate answer. This allowed monitoring effectiveness to be evalu
ated. Control was tapped by examining which answers were volunteered or
withheld on Phase 2. This allowed us to determine the sensitivity of the
control policy to the monitoring output, and to derive a best-fit estimate of
the P" set by each participant. 2 In addition, a comparison of the estimated
report criteria for the two incentive conditions allowed an examination of the
predicted effects of accuracy incentive on the participants' control policy.
Finally, the design allowed us to evaluate the contribution ofmonitoring and
control processes to the ultimate free-report memory accuracy and memory
quantity performance.

The results accorded wellwith the model. First, participants werefound to be
fairly effective in monitoring the correctness of their answers. Within-subject
Kruskal-Goodman gamma correlations between confidence and correctness
(see Nelson, 1984) averaged .87 for recall and .68 for recognition. Second, the
tendency to report an answer was strongly tied to confidence in the answer.
In fact, the gamma correlations between confidence and volunteering averaged
.97 for recall and .93 for recognition! Third, participants who were given the
strong accuracy incentive were more selective in their reporting, adopting a
stricter criterion than those given the more moderate incentive: They volun
teered fewer answers on the average (45%) than did the moderate-incentive
participants (52%), and mean confidence for those answers (.93) was higher
than those volunteered by the moderate-incentive participants (.84). In addi
tion, the report criterion estimates averaged .84 for the strong-incentive
participants versus .61 for the moderate-incentive participants.

Finally, by employing these monitoring and control processes, participants
in both incentive conditions were able to enhance their free-report accuracy
performance relative to forced report. However, a quantity-accuracy trade-off
was observed both in comparing free- and forced-report performance, and in

2 The procedure for estimating the report criterion (Prc) set by each participant is as follows:
For each participant, each assessed-probability-correct (confidence) level from 0 to 1.0 is eval
uated as a possible Pre. The model predicts that all items with assessed probability correct greater
than or equal to the candidate Prc will be volunteered, and that all other answers will be withheld.
The proportion of the participant's actual volunteering and withholding decisions that corre
spond to the predicted decisions for each candidate Pre are calculated, and the candidate Pre that
yields the highest proportion of correctly predicted report decisions (with fit rates generally
averaging over 90%) is chosen as the Prc estimate. Ifa range of values yields an equally good fit,
the average of these estimates may be chosen (though in the study referred to here, we used the
upper bound instead).
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Fig. 3. Results from Koriat and Goldsmith (1996b, Experiment 1). Free-report quantity and
accuracy performance (percent correct) as a function of test format (recall vs recognition)
and accuracy incentive (strong vs moderate). The means are adjusted for initial differences
between the incentive groups in forced-report performance, which is also presented for each
test format.

comparing performance under the two incentive conditions (see Fig. 3)3 Con
sistent with the simulation analyses, the quantity cost ofthe improved accuracy
increased in relative terms when a higher criterion was employed: Whereas
under a moderate accuracy incentive, the option offree report enabled partici
pants to enhance their accuracy substantially at a relatively low cost in quantity
performance (a 64% accuracy improvement achieved at a 19%quantity cost for
recall; a 33% accuracy improvement achieved at a 26% quantity cost for
recognition), the introduction of a stronger accuracy incentive resulted in a
further increase in accuracy, but now at a relatively high quantity cost (a further
12"10 accuracy improvement achieved at a 10% quantity cost for recall; a 6%
accuracy improvement achieved at a 15% quantity cost for recognition; based
on adjusted means).

A second experiment evaluated the role of monitoring effectiveness
(Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b, Experiment 2). That experiment used the

3 Due to sampling error, subjects in the high-incentive condition yielded a higher forced
report quantity score (57.3%) than did the moderate-incentive subjects (52.5%). This difference
was partialed out in an analysis of covariance to determine the effects of the incentive
manipulation of free-report accuracy and quantity performance.
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same procedure as in the first experiment (recall and moderate incentive
only), but in addition, monitoring effectiveness was manipulated within
participant by using two different sets of general knowledge items: One set
(the "poor" monitoring condition) consisted of items for which the partici
pants' confidence judgments were expected to be generally uncorrelated with
the correctness of their answers (Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1977;
Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbolting, 1991; Koriat, 1995), whereas the
other set (the "good" monitoring condition) consisted of more typical
items, for which the participants' monitoring was expected to be more
effective. The successof the manipulation can be verified by examining Fig. 4.

Participants based their volunteering decisions heavily on their monitoring
output in both monitoring conditions, presumably because they lacked any
better predictor. Thus, the gamma correlations between confidence and
volunteering averaged .95 and .88 for the good- and poor-monitoring con
ditions, respectively. More importantly, even when the two sets were
matched on retention (by adding some very difficult items to the good
monitoring set) so that forced-report performance was equivalent, the
good-monitoring condition allowed participants to attain a far superior
joint level of free-report accuracy and qnantity performance: Much better
accuracy performance was achieved while maintaining equivalent quantity
performance, compared to the poor-monitoring condition (see Fig. 5).

These results, then, reinforce the earlier simulation results in highlighting
the criticality of monitoring effectiveness for free-report memory perfor
mance. When participants' monitoring effectiveness is good, the option of
free report can allow them to achieve high levels of accuracy. In other situa
tions, however, participants' monitoring may be undiagnostic (or perhaps
even counterdiagnostic, see Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998)to the point
of beinguseless. Participants still control their memory reporting according to
their monitoring output, but the attained levelof free-report accuracy may be
little better than when participants are denied the option of deciding which
answers to volunteer (far similar results using an associative interference
manipulation, see Kelley & Sahakyan, 2003; Rhodes & Kelley, 2005).

Of particular importance is the demonstration that monitoring effectiveness
can affect memory performance independent of memory "retention"
(cf. Fig. 2). Even when retention, as indexed by forced-report quantity perfor
mance, was equated across the good- and poor-monitoring subtests in Experi
ment 2, the joint levels of free-report accuracy and quantity performance
werefar superior for the good-monitoring subtest than for the poor-monitoring
subtest, Clearly, then, free-report memory performance depends on the
effective operation of metacognitive processes that are simply not tapped by
forced-report performance.

Results from several other studies also suggest a dissociation between
monitoring and retention. For example, Kelley and Lindsay (1993) observed
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Fig. 5. Results from Koriat and Goldsmith (1996b, Experiment 2). Mean quantity and
accuracy performance (percent correct) for the good-monitoring condition, the poor-monitoring
condition, and the good-monitoring condition after matching it to the poor-monitoring condi
tion on retention (by including a subset of difficult items).

that advance priming of potential answers to general information questions
increased the ease of access to these answers, raising subjective confidence
regardless of whether those answers were right or wrong. Similarly, research
investigating the cue-familiarity account ofthe feeling ofknowing indicates that
feeling-of-knowing judgments can be enhanced by advance priming of the cue,
again even when such priming has no effect on actual memory quantity perfor
mance (Reder & Ritter, 1992; Schwartz & Metcalfe, 1992). Finally, Chandler
(1994)found that exposing participants to an additional set ofpictures similar to
the studied set increased their confidence ratings on a subsequent forced-choice
recognition test, while in fact their actual performance was impaired.

Such dissociations serve to emphasize a basic difference between our
proposed framework for conceptualizing the strategic regulation of memory
reporting and the well-known (Type-I) SnT approach to memory. Type-I
SnT does not address the separate contributions of memory retention
(or memory strength) and monitoring effectiveness to memory performance.
In that approach, subjective confidence and memory strength are generally
treated as synonymous (Chandler, 1994), and in fact, confidence is often used
to index memory strength (Lockhart & Murdock, 1970; Parks, 1966; cf.
Van Zandt, 2000). Thus, in the forced-report old/new paradigm to which
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signal-detection methods are typically applied, "control" is isolated in terms of
the parameter 13, yet "retention" (overall memory strength) and "monitoring
effectiveness" (the extent to which the participant's confidence distinguishes
"old" from "new" items) cannot be operationally or conceptually separated:
Both are equally valid interpretations ofd' (Lockhart & Murdock, 1970).

By contrast, in our proposed framework for conceptualizing free-report per
formance, these latter two aspects (as well as control) are given a separate
standing: A person may have effective monitoring, yet very poor retention, or
vice versa. Furthermore, poor free-report memory performance, for instance,
could derive from poor retention, poor monitoring, an inappropriate control
policy, or all three.

The conceptual separation of these components offree-report performance
has important implications. At the theoretical level, it calls for more serious
efforts to incorporate monitoring and control processes-v-as well as encoding,
storage, and retrieval processes-into our theories and models of memory.
At the same time, however, acknowledgment of the potential effects ofmeta
memory processes on memory performance raises an important assessment
issue: How should such effects be handled when assessing memory perfor
mance? Our approach has been illustrated by the experimental procedure and
analyses utilized in the experiments just reported. In the following section,
we explicate and expand on this assessment methodology.

C. QAP METHODOLOGY

How can one sensibly evaluate a person's memory if memory perfor
mance, particularly memory accuracy, is under the person's control? The
approach that we developed (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b) incorporates
metacognitive processes into the assessment of memory performance, while
isolating and evaluating their independent contributions to free-report memory
quantity and accuracy performance. Thus, rather than deriving a single"point
estimate" index of memory performance, our QAP methodology, provides a
profile ofmeasures that capture various aspects ofeach participant's cognitive
and metacognitive performance in a particular memory task. In addition, the
methodology also allows one to exantine (by way of simulation) the potential
free-report accuracy and quantity performance that participants might achieve,
given their particular levels ofmemory retention and monitoring effectiveness.

The core of the procedure is the two-phase, forced-free paradigm, combined
with the elicitation of confidence judgments in the forced-report phase, which
was just described in connection with our empirical studies. The role of the
forced-report phase is to provide information about memory retention or
retrieval which is, as much as possible, unaffected by metacognitive report
processes.The role ofthe free-report phase, beyond that ofindicating the actual
levels ofaccuracy and quantity performance that are achieved under free-report
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conditions, is to provide information about control: the extent to which the
report decision is coupled to one's monitoring (control sensitivity), and the
strictnessor liberality ofthe report criterion used by the participant (P,,). This is
done in conjunction with the confidence judgments that are collected in the
forced-report phase. The additional role ofthe confidencejudgments, ofcourse,
is to provide information about monitoring per se: its absolute levels, its
calibration (e.g., over/underconfidence), and the extent to which it discrimi
natesbetweencorrectandincorrect candidate answers (monitoringresolution).

Overall,although the specifics may vary according to one's research goals, our
metacognitivefree-forcedparadigm and associated QAP methodology allow the
derivationofup to 10differentmeasuresfor each participant (see TableI). In our
own work, we have used several variations of the general procedure. Initially,
in tasks involving general knowledge questions, we chose to collect the
forced- and free-report data in two separate phases, having the participants
answer the same set of questions twice: first under forced-report instructions
and then again under free-report instructions (or in reverse order). In other
experiments, particularly those involving episodic memory tasks, the answers
from the initial forced-report phase were carried over to the subsequent free
report phase in which participants simply marked which items they would
like to volunteer for points under the specified payoff schedule. Alternatively,
however, the free- and forced-report data can be collected on an item-by-item
basis, by first forcing the participant to provide an answer, then eliciting a
confidence judgment, and finally, having the participant decide whether to
volunteer the answer or not (Kelley & Sahakyan, 2003). Each variation of
this paradigm has advantages and disadvantages, but the pattern of results
obtained across different variations appears to be quite consistent.

An additional component of the methodology and its use within the overall
assessment approach still require explication. Similar to the manner in which
the plotting ofROC curves in the SOT approach yieldsadditional information
beyond what is evident in the parameter values d' and f3 alone (cf. Higham,
2007),so too with our approach, one can gain additional information by using
the answersand associated confidencejudgments collected in the forced-report
phase to plot the joint levelsof free-report quantity and accuracy performance
that would ensue from the application of various report criteria to the partici
pants' candidate answers. Like ROC curves, these QAP curves (Koriat &
Goldsmith, I996b; see also Goldsmith & Koriat, 1999)4 allow one to generalize

4 Inour previouspresentationsof the QAP methodology, it was not entirelyclearwhetherthe
label "QAP" pertainedto our entire methodology or only to the plotted QAP curves. We hope
now to correct this problem by adding "curve" or "plot" as a qualifier when referring to this
particular component of the overall methodology.



TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MAIN QUANTITy-ACCURACY PROFILE (QAP) MEASURES

Measure

Retention (or retrieval or
ecphory)

Monitoring resolution
(or discrimination
accuracy or relative
monitoring)

Monitoring calibration
(or absolute monitor
ing) over!
underconfidence

Monitoring calibration
(or absolute monitor
ing) squared- or
absolute-value
deviations

Control sensitivity

Type

Memory

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

Control

Description

Proportion or percentage of forced-report answers that are correct

Within-individual gamma correlation between confidence (assessed
probability correct) in each answer and the correctness of each
answer (Nelson, 1984, 1996), or alternative measures such as ANDY
(Yaniv et aI., 1991)

Difference between mean assessed probability correct and proportion
correct (positive values reflect overconfidence; Lichtenstein et al.,
1982).

Mean squared- or absolute-value difference between the mean assessed
probability correct and proportion correct of each confidence cate
gory used in plotting a calibration curve (e.g., Fig. 4; see
Lichtenstein et al., 1982)

Within-individual gamma correlation between confidence (assessed

probability correct) in each answer and whether or not it was
volunteered (see also Pre fit rate)

Phase

Forced

Forced

Forced

Forced

Forced +Free



Report criterion (P"J
estimate

Pre fit rate (or fit ratio)

Control effectiveness

Free-report Quantity
(input-bound)

Free-report accuracy
(output-bound)

Control

Control

Control

Performance

Performance

Estimate of each participant's report criterion (assessed probability
level) that yields the maximum fit (fit rate) with his or her actual
report decisions (see Footnote 2 far details)

The proportion ofeach participant's actual volunteering decisions that
are compatible with the derived Prcestimate, and which is maxi
mized by this estimate (see Footnote 2 for more details). This can
also be used as an index of control sensitivity

Absolute value of the difference between the estimated Prcfor each
participant and the optimal P«, identified as the Pre level that would
maximize the participants' payoff (see Section H.C for details)

Proportion of correct reported answers out of the total number of
Questions (or studied items)

Proportion of correct reported answers out of the number of answers
that were volunteered

Forced + Free

Forced + Free

Forced + Free

Free

Free

The table includes typical and alternate names of the measures (in parentheses), the type ofcognitive or metacognitive component that they address, a description of how
they are calculated, and the source of the experimental data (forced-report or free-report phase) from which they are derived.
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Fig. 6. Illustrative quantity-accuracy profile (QAP) curves for two groups of participants
exhibitingdifferentlevelsofmonitoring effectiveness. Potential free-report memoryquantity and
memory accuracyperformance (mean percentcorrect) is plotted as a function of criterion level
for each group. The mean free-report quantity and accuracy scores actually achieved by the
participants,subdividedaccording to the operative level of accuracyincentive(high vs low), are
also plotted as open squaresor trianglesat the point on the x-axis corresponding to the criterion
estimate for that subgroup. GM, good-monitoring group; PM, poor-monitoring group; ACe,
accuracy performance; QTY, quantity performance; STRONG, strong accuracy incentive;
MOD, moderate accuracy incentive.

beyond the participants' actual free-report quantity and accuracy performance,
to other potential levelsof performance, including "optimal" levels (if explicit
payoffs for quantity and accuracy have been specified).

To illustrate the method, and how it can be used in conjunction with the
other QAP components, in Fig. 6 we present two new QAP curves derived
using data from the recall condition ofour earlier study (Koriat & Goldsmith,
1996b, Experiment I). The plots compare the potential quantity and accuracy
performance ofeight "good-monitoring" participants, those faIling in the top
quartile ofmonitoring effectiveness (mean gamma correlation between confi
dence and correctness of individual items = .95; range: .93-1.0) with
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eight "poor-monitoring" participants, comprising the bottom quartile of
monitoring effectiveness (mean gamma correlation = .75; range: .65-.83)5
These QAP curves were derived as follows: For each participant, confidence
data from the initial forced-report phase were used to calculate the input
bound quantity scores and the output-bound accuracy scores (plotted on the
y-axis) that would result from the application of 11 different potential report
criterion settings (P,,; plotted on the x-axis), ranging from 0 (equivalent to
forced report) to 1.0. That is, we assumed that all items with assessed proba
bility correct greater than or equal to each P,c would be volunteered, and
calculated the quantity and accuracy scores for that P,c accordingly. The
means of these scores at each P,c are plotted separately for each of the two
groups of participants. In addition, the actual quantity and accuracy scores
achieved by the participants in the free-report phase appear as bullets above
the mean estimated criterion level for those participants (based on their actual
volunteering behavior; see Footnote 2), subdivided further into those
operating under the moderate (I: I bonus-penalty ratio) versus strong (I: I0
bonus-penalty ratio) accuracy incentives, described earlier.

What type of information can be gleaned from these QAP curves? In terms
of forced-report performance (P" = 0), the two groups of participants are
virtually indistinguishable. Thus, the memory performance ability of the
participants in the two groups would be evaluated as "equivalent" under
the traditional assessment approach, which often uses forced reporting in
attempting to eliminate the contribution of participant-controlled processes.
Yet, one can immediately see that as soon as the participants are given the
freedom to control their own memory reporting, the higher level of monitor
ing effectivenessof the good-monitoring participants allows them to achieve
substantially better performance than the poor-monitoring participants.
In fact, the joint levels of accuracy and quantity performance that can be
achieved by the good-monitoring participants are superior to those attain
able by the poor-monitoring participants across the range of potential free
report criterion settings (P" > 0). Also, consistent with the results of the
earlier simulation analyses, although the poor-monitoring participants can
utilize the option of free report to achieve fairly high levels of output-bound
accuracy performance, in doing so, they must pay a higher price in quantity
performance than do the good-monitoring participants. That is, the good
monitoring participants exhibit a shallower quantity-accuracy trade-off pat
tern than do their poor-monitoring counterparts. Hence, the memory

5 Note that the level of monitoring effectiveness exhibited by these "poor-monitoring" parti
cipants is still rather good. By comparison, mean gamma was .26 in the poor-monitoring
condition of Experiment 2 in that same study (see Fig. 3).
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abilities of the participants in the two groups are clearly not equivalent under
conditions that allow them to regulate their own memory reporting.

While the QAP curves provide important information about the potential
levels ofmemory accuracy and quantity performance that can be achieved by
participants given their specific levels of retention and monitoring effective
ness, they can also be supplemented by information about the actual volun
teering policy of the participants under free-report conditions and the actual
performance levels that ensue from that policy. This information is derived
from the free-report phase of the test procedure. As can be seen, there is a
rather good correspondence between the actual free-report quantity and
accuracy scores, and the simulated scores based on the forced-report data.
The deviations that occur reflect the fact that the participants did not
volunteer and withhold their answers entirely in line with the model (the
Poe fit rate averaging 93% for this sample) and from the fact that in
this illustration, the QAP curves are based on the forced-report data of
the participants from both incentive conditions, whereas the actual perfor
mance results reflect a subset of those participants, operating under a specific
incentive condition.

Examination of the actual free-report performance of the participants
brings to the fore the contribution of accuracy motivation: In both monitor
ing groups, participants strategically regulated their memory reporting
according to the operative level ofaccuracy incentive, with a stricter criterion
being adopted when reporting under the strong accuracy incentive than
under the moderate accuracy incentive. Interestingly, the good-monitoring
participants were much more sensitive to the incentive manipulation than
were the poor-monitoring participants, showing a much larger difference in
report criteria between the two incentive conditions.

Which group achieved the best actual memory performance, and to what
extent can this be attributed to more effective report regulation? Consider the
results from the participants in the moderate-incentive condition. Whereas free
report accuracy was higher for the good-monitoring than for the poor
monitoring participants, quantity performance was slightly higher for the
poor-monitoring participants. In such a case, one cannot determine, without
further assumptions, which levelof joint quantity and accuracy performance is
better. The answer depends on how much weight isgiven to accuracy relative to
quantity. For example, when testifying on the witness stand in a high-stakes
trial, we would tend to give a relatively high weight to the accuracy of the
information that is reported. In the early stages of a criminal investigation,
however, in order to generate as many leads as possible, one might be more
interested in the amount of (correct) information that can be elicited than in the
amount offalse information (false leads) that is produced. One way of resolving
this problem in memory research is to weight the participants' quantity and
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accuracy performance according to the accuracy incentive payoff schedule
under which the participant was operating. By considering the operative
payoff schedule, not only do we gain a principled way of combining accuracy
andquantity performance into a singleperformance score,wecanalso examine
the effectiveness of the participants' control of reporting, in particular, the
efficiency of the participants in choosing a report criterion that would maximize
the "utility" of their memory performance.

Figure 7 presents a set of payoffcurves corresponding to the QAP plots in
Fig. 6, but now describing the potential monetary bonus that could be
achieved by the participants in the two monitoring groups under each of
the two manipulated payoff schedules (incentive conditions), with the calcu
lations based on the joint levels of quantity and accuracy performance
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Fig. 7. Illustrative QAP payoff curves corresponding to the QAP performance curves in
Fig. 6. Simulated mean free-report point earnings are plotted as a function of criterion level for
the participants in each monitoring level x accuracy incentive subgroup. The mean point-payoff
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yielded at each potential report criterion level. We see a pattern very similar
to the one observed in the preceding analysis: Under each payoff scheme
(incentive condition), the potential performance payoff is higher for the
good-monitoring group than for the poor-monitoring group across the entire
range of possible report criterion settings.

We also see, however, that the actual performance payoff depends on the
rememberer's choice of report criterion setting, particularly in the high
incentive condition. In fact, by finding the maximum payoff that could be
achieved by each participant and the corresponding criterion setting (based
on each participant's individual QAP data), we can identify the optimal
criterion setting for each participant and the mean optimal criterion for
each group or condition. The rememberer's control effectiveness can then
be evaluated in terms of the difference between the actual payoff and the
optimal payoff, and, correspondingly, between the actual (estimated) criteri
on setting and the optimal criterion setting. Doing this for the specific
participants in our illustrative sample, we find that for the good-monitoring
participants, the mean optimal criterion settings were .48 and .63 in the
moderate- and high-incentive conditions, respectively, compared to the actu
al (estimated) criterion settings of .23 and .77, respectively. (This cannot be
seen in Fig. 7, which combines the data from participants in both incentive
conditions.) Thus, these participants' control policy was overly liberal in
the moderate-incentive condition and overly conservative in the high
incentive condition, causing them to earn 3 points less than the optimal
moderate-incentive payoff and 5 points less than the optimal high-incentive
payoff. By comparison, the mean optimal criterion settings for the poor
monitoring participants were .68 and 1.0 in the moderate- and high-incentive
conditions, respectively, compared to the actual (estimated) criterion settings
of .39 and .57, respectively. Thus, these participants' control policy was
overly liberal in both incentive conditions, causing them to earn 6 points
less than the optimal moderate-incentive payoff and 29 points less than the
optimal high-incentive payoff. Note that the good-monitoring participants
were not only more effective in their monitoring, they were also more
effective in maximizing their performance by setting an appropriate report
criterion than were the poor-monitoring participants, both in terms of the
absolute deviation between the actual and optimal criterion settings, and in
terms of the difference between actual and optimal payoffs."

The preceding example was designed to illustrate the type of information
that can be gained using the QAP assessment approach, and the potential

6 Note that one can also evaluate the participants' performance with respect to "normative"
report criteria by which all (and only) answers with a nonnegative subjective expected value are
volunteered. Assuming perfect calibration, these are .50 and .91 in the moderate- and
high-incentive conditions, respectively.
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utility of evaluating the strategic regulation ofmemory performance within a
decision-theoretic framework. In general, QAP analyses can be used to
separate and examine the effects of different variables on memory retention,
monitoring, and control in a manner similar to the way Type-I SDT methods
allow one to distinguish differential effectson d' and {3. Individual differences
and the effects of various factors on the retention and accessibility of infor
mation can be examined with respect to forced-report performance. Differ
ences and effects on monitoring effectiveness can be examined in terms of
calibration and resolution indexes. Differences in control sensitivity, report
criterion, and control effectiveness can also be examined. Finally, the contri
bution of each of these factors to both actual and potential free-report
accuracy and quantity performance can be isolated and compared between
conditions or individuals (for further examples of QAP comparisons, see
Goldsmith & Koriat, 1999; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996a,b).

D. QAP OR TVPE-2 son
We have already discussed the similarities and differences between our gen
eral approach and the Type-I SOT approach. However, a variant of our
QAP methodology involving Type-2 SOT measures has been put forward by
Higham (2002) and used in several subsequent studies (Higham, 2007;
Higham & Gerrard, 2005; Higham & Tam, 2005, 2006)7 It is worthwhile,
therefore, to briefly discuss some of the similarities and differences between
his methodology and ours (for further discussion, see Higham, 2002).

The psychological model underlying Higham's adaptation of the Type-2
SOT framework to analyze free-report performance is essentially the same as
ours. However, some of the performance measures and methods of analysis
are different. Like us, Higham assumes the existence of an initial retrieval
stage, in which candidate answers are generated, followed by a monitoring
and control stage, in which the candidate answers are evaluated and then
either volunteered or withheld. As in the QAP methodology, a two-phase,

7 There has been a great deal of confusion over the years concerning the difference between
Type-l and Type-2 SDT tasks and analyses (for helpful clarifications, see Galvin, Podd, Drga, &
Whitmore, 2003; Healy & Jones, 1973). In a Type-I SDT task, an observer decides which of two
events, defined independently of the observer, has occurred (e.g., whether a stimulus display
contains a target or just noise; whether a presented recognition test item appeared earlier in
the study list or not). In a Type-2 SDT task, an observer decides which ofher Type-l decisions are
correct and which are incorrect. In other words, whereas the Type-I task taps cognitive perfor
mance, the Type-2 task taps metacognitive performance. Hence, the Type-2 SDT parameters d'
(or AI) and fJ (or H1) lose their usual Type-l interpretation: In particular, when the participants'
decisions concern their own memory responses, d I (or A') no longer indexes memory, hut rather
metamemory (monitoring effectiveness). Because Type-2 SDT no longer offers an index of
retention cleaned of response bias, an additional (non-SDT) measure must be introduced for
this purpose (e.g., forced-report performance, see following discussion).
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forced-free procedure is used to gain information about both stages, and as
with QAP, the initial retrieval-generation component is indexed in terms of
forced-report performance. The monitoring and control components, how
ever, are measured differently. Monitoring effectiveness is measured in terms
of the relationship between the free-report decision (volunteer/withhold) and
the correctness of the items, calculated using the (Type-2) nonparametric
SDT measure, A' (Grier, 1971). Control, or report bias, is measured using the
complementary SDT measure, Hi, (Donaldson, 1992), which reflects the
tendency to volunteer rather than withhold one's answers, corrected for
differences in their overall accuracy.

In the Type-2 approach, then, report control is used to tap monitoring
by treating the "volunteer" and "withhold" decisions as reflecting high and
low confidence, respectively. In contrast, the QAP methodology taps monitor
ing directly through confidence judgments. This difference is not arbitrary:
Unlike SDT, our framework allows that rememberers may differ in the extent
to which they control their memory reporting on the basis of subjective confi
dence, and that these differences may be interesting sources of variance in free
report memory performance. Therefore, the QAP methodology provides an
independent measure of this relationship (control sensitivity). Although
the very strong correlations between confidence and reporting obtained with
collegestudents, described earlier, might seem to make this dissociation super
fluous, in later sections (Sections III.C and III.D) wedescribeevidencesuggest
ing that control sensitivity may in fact be an important factor to consider in
explaining population differences in memory performance.

A second difference concerns the control policy. The Hi, measure used in
Type-2 analyses is a measure of report bias: For example, if two participants
have exactly the same number of correct candidate answers available for
reporting (i.e., equivalent forced-report performance), and one of them has a
higher volunteering rate than the other, this difference will be reflected in
a lower E"n measure. Note, however, that in terms of our framework, the B'b
measure does not distinguish between the setting of a lower (more liberal)
report criterion (Pce) , and the alternative possibility, that the increased
volunteering rate stems from overconfidence in the correctness of one's
answers (i.e., a confidence "distribution shift"; see, e.g., Higham & Tam,
2005, Experiment 2; cf. Wixted & Stretch, 2000). We, in keeping with the
decision-making and metacognition literatures (Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, &
Phillips, 1982; Nelson, 1996), consider over/underconfidence to be an aspect
of monitoring rather than of control. This is why in our studies we generally
use at least two measures of monitoring effectiveness (one for calibration,
and one for resolution; Lichtenstein et aI., 1982; Nelson, 1996; see Table I).
We reserve the theoretical notions of control policy and report criterion
setting for the idea that independent of how calibrated one is in monitoring
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the correctness of one's candidate answers, one might be risk-averse, and
withhold the answers, or risk-seeking, and volunteer them.

In sum, whereas our theoretical framework and accompanying methodol
ogy makes a distinction between five components (and subcomponents)
that contribute to free-report performance-c-retrieval, monitoring resolution
(relative monitoring), calibration (absolute monitoring), control sensitivity,
and control policy (report criterion or P,c)-Higham's Type-2 approach
distinguishes only three-retrieval, monitoring resolution, and report bias
(overJunderconfidence + control policy).

In addition to these measurement differences, however, there also seems to
be a fundamental difference between the two approaches in the way in which
output-bound memory accuracy is treated. In our approach, output-bound
accuracy is on an equal footing with input-bound quantity as a property
of interest in its own right. In contrast, Higham's use of the Type-2 SOT
approach resembles the traditional use of Type-I SOT methods, which were
generally used to "purify" the measure of memory quantity performance
from potential "contaminants" such as response bias. Accuracy (i.e., the
false alarm rate) was of interest primarily in order to correct the hit rate for
response bias. The same appears to hold for Higham's use of the Type-2
methodology in studying free-report performance. For example, in the studies
in which his Type-2 methodology has been applied, output-bound accuracy
was not even reported.

Despite these differences, we emphasize that Higham's Type-2 SOT
approach has proven to be very valuable in shedding light on the contribu
tion of monitoring and control processes to free-report memory quantity
performance (see Section III), and appears to constitute a viable complement
to our preferred QAP method, depending on the research context and one's
research goals. In the following section, we review work that demonstrates
how the general framework that is common to both of our approaches, as
well as the more specific assessment methods, can be applied to a variety of
research questions and domains.

III. Applications of the Framework

The quantity-oriented research tradition has identified many important vari
ables that strongly affect memory quantity performance. These include study
time, massed versus spaced practice, test format (recall vs recognition), depth
of encoding, list organization, encoding-retrieval interactions, retention
interval, and so forth. The accuracy-oriented approach has focused on
other factors such as those involved in producing misinformation effects,
reconstructive errors, memory misattributions, and source confusions. Both
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approaches have also examined individual and population differences. One
advantage of our theoretical framework is that it facilitates the merging of
issues and findings from the two research traditions, allowing one to examine
the effects of various factors on memory performance from both a quantity
oriented and an accuracy-oriented perspective. A second advantage is that
armed with the QAP (or Type-2 SDT) methodology, one can not only
determine whether a particular factor affects memory accuracy or quantity
performance, but also to shed light on the underlying processes that might
mediate such effects.

The application of this framework to examine how rememberers use meta
cognitive monitoring and control processes to regulate the accuracy and
quantity of what they report from memory has yielded new insights with
regard to several important memory topics and phenomena, such as (I) the
effectivenessofdifferent questioning and testing procedures in eliciting accu
rate memory reports, (2) the credibility of children's witness testimony,
(3) memory decline in old age, (4) cognitive and metacognitive impairments
related to schizophrenia and psychoactive medication, (5) encoding-retrieval
interactions and the encoding specificity principle, and (6) psychometric and
scholastic testing. Each of these topics will be considered briefly in turn.

A. THE RECALL-RECOGNITION PARADOX

A prominent variable in memory research is test format, recall versus recog
nition. This variable has been studied in both traditional, quantity-oriented
research and in more naturalistic, accuracy-oriented research, with opposing
implications: Whereas the general finding from decades of laboratory
research (Brown, 1976) is that recognition testing is superior to recall testing
in eliciting a greater quantity of correct information from memory, the
established wisdom in eyewitness research is that recognition is inferior to
recall in eliciting accurate information from rememberers (Hilgard & Loftus,
1979; Neisser, 1988). The latter position stems in part from the belief that
directed questioning or recognition testing can have contaminating effects on
memory (Brown, Deffenbacher, & Sturgill, 1977; Gorenstein & Ellsworth,
1980; Lipton, 1977). Thus, the general recommendation is to elicit informa
tion initially in a free-narrative format before moving on to directed ques
tioning, and, even then, to place greater faith in the former (see Fisher,
Geiselman, & Raymond, 1987; Hilgard & Loftus, 1979).

Koriat and Goldsmith (1994), however, showed that this recall-recognition
paradox actually stems from the common confounding in research practice
between test format (recall vs recognition) and report option (free vs forced):
Typically, in recognition testing, participants are forced either to choose
between several alternatives or to make a yes-no decision regarding each
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and every item (i.e., forced report), whereas in recall testing participants have
the freedom to withhold information that they are unsure about (free report).
Comparing performance on a free-recognition test (in which participants had
the option to respond "don't know" to individual items) to a free-recall test,
Koriat and Goldsmith (1994) found that recognition quantity performance
was still superior to recall, but now recognition accuracy was as high or even
higher than recall accuracy. Thus, although the superior memory quantity
performance of forced-recognition over free-recall testing does appear to
stem from the test-format difference (selection superior to production), the
generally superior accuracy of free recall over forced recognition appears to
stem entirely from report option (free superior to forced).

These initial results were obtained using general knowledge questions, but
the same pattern was also observed using a standard list-learning paradigm
(Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994, Experiment 2), and in a developmental study,
using more naturalistic episodic stimuli (Koriat, Goldsmith, Schneider, &
Nakash-Dura, 2(01). A subsequent examination of the underlying memory
and metamemory components of recall and recognition performance using the
QAP procedure (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996b) indicated that although moni
toring effectiveness was in fact somewhat lower for recognition than for recall
testing, this disadvantage was more than compensated for by superior memory
access and the adoption of a more conservative report criterion under recogni
tion testing.

Based on their results, Koriat and Goldsmith (1994, I996b) concluded that
free recognition may actually be a generally superior testing procedure
compared to free recall because it elicits better quantity performance with
no reduction in accuracy. This, however, assumes that the option to withhold
answers is emphasized by the questioner and clearly understood by the
rememberer (Memon & Stevenage, 1996; Pansky, Koriat, & Goldsmith,
2005). In many cases, there may be implicit pressures to respond to directed
or recognition queries that cause witnesses to lower their report criterion,
even though ostensibly they are given the option to respond "don't know"
(see Section IILB).

B. CHILDREN'S EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY

The credibility of children's memory, particularly with regard to legal testi
mony, has been studied intensively in recent years (Bruck & Ceci, 1999;
Goodman, 2006). Because of the greater involvement of child witnesses in
legal settings, it is important to know whether their recollections of an event
can be trusted. Can children be counted on to give a complete and reliable
account of past events (to tell the whole truth and nothing but the truth)?
This question can be addressed in part in terms of strategic regulatory
processes: Are children able to exploit the option of free report to enhance
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the accuracy of what they report? Can we trust an 8-year-old child, for
instance, to effectively censor what she reports, providing only those pieces
of information that are likely to be correct? Will her performance be sensitive
to specific incentives for accurate reporting? What will be the price in terms
of memory quantity? Might differences in the ability and tendency to
exert strategic control over memory reporting account for some of the
inconsistency in developmental findings, noted earlier?

Results from several studies suggest that children are particularly reluctant
to say "don't know" in response to memory questions (Cassel, Roebers, &
Bjorklund, 1996; Mulder & Vrij, 1996; Roebers & Fernandez, 2002). Thus,
children may be less able or less willing than adults to control their memory
reporting on the basis of their subjective monitoring. One approach to
correcting this problem is to instruct children in the "rules" of memory
reporting. Mulder and Vrij (1996), for example, found that explicitly
instructing children aged 4-10 that "I don't know" is an acceptable answer
significantly reduced the number of incorrect responses to misleading ques
tions (i.e., questions about events that did not in fact occur). Moston (1987)
also found that such instructions induced children aged 6-10 to make more
"don't know" responses, but in that study this had no effect on the overall
proportion of correct responses. On the other hand, several studies (Cassel
et aI., 1996; Koriat et aI., 2001; Roebers & Fernandez, 2002) have found that
children exhibit a greater tendency than adults to provide wrong information
from memory even when they are reminded that they have the option to say
"don't know."

In our own study (Koriat et aI., 2001), 8- to 12-year olds were presented
with a narrated slide show depicting an incident on the way to a family picnic,
and their memory was later tested under free- or forced-report conditions
using a recall or a multiple-choice recognition test format. The results yielded
a pattern that was remarkably similar to that described earlier for adult
participants. The children's memory accuracy performance was better
under free- than forced-report instructions, and the reverse was true for
memory quantity performance. For example, in Experiment I of that
study, memory accuracy increased from 68% under forced-report testing
to 81% under free-report testing. In parallel, memory quantity decreased by
5 percentage points. This pattern of quantity-accuracy trade-off, similar to
that found with adults (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994, 1996b), was observed
with both younger children (8- and 9-year olds) and older children (11- and
12-year olds). Also, for both age groups, memory accuracy was better under
a strong accuracy incentive (88%) than under a moderate accuracy incentive
(81%), but here too the improved accuracy was achieved at the expense of
quantity performance. Thus, children, even 8 year olds, are capable of exer
cising the option of free report efficiently to increase the accuracy of their
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report, and they do so in accordance with the operative level of accuracy
incentive. The absolute levels of achieved accuracy, however, differed for the
two age groups, with the older children producing more accurate memory
reports than the younger children under both the moderate and the strong
accuracy inoentives, and under both recall and recognition testing.

The main implication of this work is that strategic regulation of memory
reporting is a critical factor that cau, under the right couditious, allow
children to enhanoe their memory accuracy considerably. Recent work has
been directed toward clarifying precisely what those conditions are (Roebers
& Schneider, 2005).

C. MEMORV IMPAIRMENT IN Ow AGE

Memory decline in old age is both ubiquitous and multifaceted. Here too, the
distinction between memory quantity and memory accuracy is crucial. Most
research has focused on the decline in the amount of information recalled in
old age. Other research, however, indicates an impairment in memory accu
racy, with older adults exhibiting greater vulnerability to memory errors and
distortions that can have potentially serious consequenoes such as taking the
same medicine twioe (Koriat, Ben-zur, & Sheffer, 1988) or being susceptible
to scams and con artists (Jacoby & Rhodes, 2006).

There are numerous referenoes in the literature to possible links between the
memory impairments associated with aging and those associated with specific
neuropsychological deficits, particularly those characteristic of patients
suffering frontal lobe lesions (Moscovitch & Winocur, 1995). Neuropsycho
logical evidence suggests that frontal lobes are at least partially involved in
metamemory judgments (Jauowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989). Ifold age is
associated with impairments in frontal lobe functioning, then we may expect
age-related declines in metamemory processes. However, the pertinent results
have been mixed and inconclusive (Hertzog & Dunlosky, 2004).

Several studies have focused specifically on old-age-related aspects of
metacognitive and neurocognitive functioning that contribute to the strategic
regulation of memory performanoe. Most prominently, Kelley and collea
gues (Kelley & Sahakyan, 2003; Rhodes & Kelley, 2005) have utilized our
framework and the QAP methodology in conjunction with a clever associa
tive interference paradigm taken from Kato (1985) to compare the strategic
regulatory processes of younger and older adults. Kelley and Sahakyan
(2003, Experiment I) found that for control word pairs (not expected to elicit
associative interference), although forced-report performance (quantity or
accuracy) was superior for younger than for older participants, the older
participants utilized the option to withhold answers to narrow the gap
between their level of free-report accuracy performance and that of the
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younger participants. In contrast, for "deceptive" word pairs (in which
the retrieval cues evoke a highly accessible associate that competes with the
target, thereby presenting a tough challenge to memory monitoring), the age
difference in accuracy performance became, if anything, somewhat larger
under free report than under forced report. This interactive pattern was
accounted for in terms of monitoring effectiveness: First, although both
older and younger participants were highly overconfident in the correctness
of their responses to the deceptive word pairs, the degree of overconfidence
was more pronounced for the older participants. Second, the older partici
pants exhibited lower levels of monitoring resolution for both deceptive and
control word pairs.

Additional experiments suggested that the impaired monitoring of the older
participants derived from impoverished encoding: When the encoding of the
younger participants was disrupted by having them study the word list under
divided attention, they exhibited a pattern ofperformance that was very similar
to that of the older participants in terms ofboth memory accuracy and memory
monitoring. Thus, Kelley and Sahakyan suggested that older adults' poorer
memory monitoring may derive primarily from their increased reliance on
familiarity of candidate responses rather than on recollection of details of the
study experience (Jacoby, 1999;Jacoby, Debner, & Hay, 2001), which in tum
may derive, at least in part, from poor encoding. A similar conclusion was
reached by Rhodes and Kelley (2005), who used the same approach to investi
gate age differences in memory performance, but now tying these to neuropsy
chological measures of executive functioning (see also Butler, McDaniel,
Dornburg, Price, & Roediger, 2004). In their study, path analyses supported
a model in which aging impairs executive functioning, which in turn impairs
retention (forced-report performanee---a product ofboth encoding quality and
retrieval), which in turn impairs free-report memory accuracy, both directly
and by way of impaired monitoring.

Research conducted in our own laboratory (pansky, Koriat, Goldsmith, &
Pearlman, 2002), examining age differences in memory for a short narrated
slide show, also indicated an old-age decline in monitoring effectiveness and
free-report memory accuracy, and this pattern too was mimicked by a sepa
rate group of young adults who watched the slide show under divided atten
tion. In addition, however, we found an interesting age difference in control
sensitivity that could not be explained in terms of impaired encoding: Com
pared to the younger adults in both encoding conditions, the older partici
pants relied less heavily on their confidence judgments in deciding which
answers to volunteer and which to withhold under free-report conditions.
Moreover, across both age groups, control sensitivity was highly correlated
with two measures ofexecutive functioning (with the age factor partialed out):
perseverative errors on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (r = -.67) and the
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FAS word fluency test (r = .46). These results may perhaps be related to
findings implying a breakdown in the relationship between monitoring and
control in certain clinical contexts (see Section III.D). This work, together
with that ofKelley and colleagues just discussed, points to the need for further
investigation of the role of metacognitive monitoring and control processes,
and executive functioning in mediating age differences in memory accuracy
performance.

D. CLINICAL MEMORY IMPAIRMENT

Metacognitive processes underlying the strategic regulation of performance
are also gaining increased attention in research on schizophrenia and on the
effects of psychoactive medications. In a series of studies, Koren and collea
gues (Koren et aI., 2004, 2005; Koren, Seidman, Goldsmith, & Harvey, 2006)
adapted our metacognitive framework and QAP methodology to examine
the performance of first-episode schizophrenic patients on a metacognitive
free-report version of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task. In that adaptation,
patients rated their confidence in each sort and decided whether they wanted
that sort to count toward their performance payoff. They found that several
of the metacognitive measures from the adapted task correlated more strong
ly with clinical measures relevant to real-world functioning ("insight into
illness" and "competence to consent to treatment") than did traditional
neuropsychological measures. Most prominent was control sensitivity,
which was more highly correlated with the clinical measures of insight than
any of the standard neuropsychological measures that were examined
(Koren et al., 2004).

With regard to the strategic regulation of memory reporting, several
other results converge in suggesting impaired metacognitive processes in
schizophrenia. First, Moritz and colleagues (Moritz & Woodward, 2006;
Moritz, Woodward, & Chen, 2006) have observed that even when memory
performance is equated, schizophrenic patients exhibit inferior monitoring
resolution ("knowledge corruption"), characterized by high confidence in
commission errors, compared to healthy controls and to other clinical popu
lations. Second, Danion, Gokalsing, Robert, Massin-Krauss, and Bacon
(2001) have used our QAP procedure to compare schizophrenic patients
with healthy controls on semantic (general knowledge) memory tasks.
In addition to a general deficit in monitoring resolution and calibration
(overconfidence), the schizophrenic patients exhibited relatively low control
sensitivity (gamma averaging .83 for the clinical patients vs .94 for the
healthy controls). Interestingly, similar effects have been found for loraze
pam in studies using healthy participants (Massin-Krauss, Bacon, & Danion,
2002). Taken together, these various lines of research indicate two general
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themes that deserve further attention in future research: (1) a monitoring
deficit in which schizophrenic patients are highly confident in wrong
responses, and (2) a control deficit, suggestive of an impaired relationship
between subjective experience and behavior.

E. ENCODING SPECIFICITY AND MEMORY CUEING

One of the most basic themes ofmemory research concerns the critical role of
retrieval cues and retrieval-encoding interactions in affecting remembering
(Koriat et al., in press). A case in point is the encoding-specificity principle
(Tulving & Thomson, 1973), which states that a cue presented during testing
will be effective in aiding retrieval to the extent that it has been encoded
together with the solicited memory target at study. A large amount of
research has provided evidence for this principle (Tulving, 1983) and for
the more general idea that retrieval efficiencydepends on the extent to which
the testing conditions reinstate the overall conditions of study (Schacter,
1990).

Almost all previous research has evaluated the encoding-specificity princi
ple using input-bound memory quantity performance as the criterion (Fisher
& Craik, 1977;Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977). In contrast, little atten
tion has been paid to the potential effects of encoding-context reinstatement
on output-bound memory accuracy performance. Recent work, however,
points to the role of metacognitive processes in mediating the effects of
context reinstatement on both memory quantity and accuracy performance.

In attempting to clarify the source of context-reinstatement effects,
Higham (2002) applied his Type-2 SDT variant of the QAP procedure (see
Section II.D) to examine performance in Thomson and Tulving's classic
paradigm (Thomson and Tulving, 1970). He replicated the classic finding
of superior free-report quantity performance for weak reinstated retrieval
cues compared to strong extra-list (unreinstated) cues. In examining the
underlying source of this difference, however, he found (somewhat surpris
ingly) that it was mediated entirely by monitoring effectiveness. Indeed,
although retrieval, as indexed by forced-report performance, was equivalent
in the two conditions, monitoring effectiveness was much poorer for the
strong extra-list cues. For these cues the participants often failed to recognize
the targets that they produced, causing them to withhold these items on
the free-report phase. A subsequent study, however, in which the cueing
strength of the reinstated and extra-list cues was balanced (Higham &
Tam, 2006, Experiment 3; see also Zeelenberg, 2005), indicated that the
effects of context reinstatement on free-report quantity performance are
mediated by both memory retrieval and memory monitoring.
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In his studies, Higham did not examine the effects of context reinstatement
on memory accuracy. Some insight into these effects and how they are
mediated can be gained from an unpublished study by Rosenbluth-Mor
(2001). In an adaptation of Tulving and Osler's classic study (Tulving &
Osler, 1968), she found that reinstating a weak-associate studied cue at
retrieval increased free-report memory quantity performance compared to
a baseline (no-retrieval-cue) condition, but had no effect on output-bound
memory accuracy. In contrast, providing an extra-list retrieval cue with the
same (weak) associative strength to target as the study cue impaired both
memory quantity and memory accuracy performance compared to the base
line (no-retrieval-cue) condition. Although preliminary, this pattern suggests
that in comparing the reinstated and extra-list cueing conditions, it is not
the match between retrieval and study cues that enhances output-bound
memory accuracy but rather the mismatch between these cues that impairs
accuracy.

With regard to the underlying QAP components, the pattern for forced
report performance mirrored the pattern for free-report quantity perfor
mance, suggesting that the cueing effects (both positive and negative) on
report quantity were mediated by memory retrieval. At the same time, the
pattern for monitoring effectiveness mirrored the pattern for free-report
accuracy performance (no monitoring advantage from reinstated cues, but
inferior monitoring from extra-list cues), suggesting that the negative effect
on report accuracy was mediated by memory monitoring. More specifically,
extra-list retrieval cues induced participants to generate a relatively large
number of wrong candidate answers with intermediate levels of confidence,
compared to the no-retrieval-cue condition, in which the distribution of
confidence judgments was more polarized (either one produced the target
or else nothing plausible came to mind; cf. Fig. 2).

The preceding work demonstrates how the examination of metacognitive
monitoring and control processes can shed new light on the factors affecting
both memory quantity and memory accuracy performance in standard,
laboratory tasks. Cue reinstatement (encoding specificity) is just one of
many classic manipulations and phenomena that might be examined in the
context of our metacognitive framework.

F. PSYCHOMETRIC TESTING

Many of the standard psychometric tests of intelligenceand scholasticaptitude
[e.g., the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the Graduate Record Examina
tion (GRE) subject tests] use a multiple-choice format in conjunction with
formula-scoring procedures (Thurstone, 1919) that are designed to discourage
guessing and also to correct for it by levyinga penalty for incorrect answers, but
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not for omissions. In fact, the goal of formula scoring is to achieve an estimate
of the test-taker's actual knowledge or ability that is "cleansed" from the
contribution of guessing (Cronbach, 1984; cf. our earlier discussion of SDT
methods). Yet, the penalty for incorrect answers, combined with the option to
refrain from answering, effectively puts the test-taker in the position of having
to strategically regulate his or her reporting in light of a quantity-accuracy
trade-off. Indeed, it is not always clear to test administrators that performance
on such tests also taps metacognitive ability, that is, lbe ability to make effective
decisions about whether to risk providing an answer to a question or instead to
omit (Budescu & Bar-Hillel, 1993; Koriat & Goldsmilb, 1998). Thus, for
instance, one test-taker may tend to guess on the basis of even a small amount
of partial knowledge, while another may prefer not to provide any answer
about which she isunsure (Abu-Sayf, 1979; Gafni, 1990). One test-taker may be
effective in distinguishing between answers that are more likelyor less likely to
be correct, whereas another test-taker may be less effective in discriminating
between what she "knows" and what she does not know (Angoff, 1989;
Budescu & Bar-Hillel, 1993). Clearly, then, formula scoring is not achieving
its intended goal (Albanese, 1988; Angoff & Schrader, 1984; Budescu & Bar
Hillel, 1993; Cross & Frary, 1977; Frary, 1980; Higham, 2007; Slakter, 1968).

Of course, as in the other domains just considered, the fundamental
question is not how to get rid of metacognitive contributions to test perfor
mance but rather whether we can gain some useful information about the
person's abilities from the systematic measurement and analysis of these
contributions. Certainly, metacognitive incompetence can have serious con
sequences. Would we want to certify (or hire the services of) a doctor, lawyer,
accountant, psychologist, or engineer who is deficient in discriminating
between what she knows and what she does not know (Dunning, Heath, &
Suls, 2004), or who, for example, prescribes treatments regardless of whether
she is confident of her diagnosis? Would it not be appropriate, then, to
include the ability to monitor one's own knowledge and control one's behav
ior accordingly among those aspects of the examinee's aptitude or achieve
ment that the test is intended to evaluate? Here too, the QAP and Type-2
SDT approaches may allow one to incorporate these components into the
psychometric assessment procedure and measure them.

Higham (2007), in fact, has applied his Type-2 SDT approach to the
analysis and measurement of the strategic regulation of performance in
SAT test taking under formula scoring, with interesting results. In parallel,
Notea- Koren (2006) has applied our QAP procedure in the same general
context (multiple-choice aptitude test taking) with similar goals and findings.
Both studies indicate that lbe scores of test-takers under formula scoring are
affected by the control policy that they adopt and by their level of monitoring
effectiveness. In both studies, the test-takers' actual control policies were
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measured (estimated) and found to differ from an optimal control policy that
would maximize their score given their specificlevelofcognitive performance
and monitoring effectiveness (cf. Fig. 7). In addition, results from the Notea
Koren (2006) study show that a component measure ofmetacognitive ability,
monitoring resolution, can contribute unique variance in predicting first-year
university grades, beyond the predictive power of the free-report formula
score (or the forced-report performance score) alone.

These studies, together with those in the preceding sections, illustrate just a
few of the potential domains to which our metacognitive framework for the
control of report option, and the QAP assessment methodology, can be
extended and applied. In Section IV, we present a further important direction
in which the theoretical framework itself has been extended.

IV. Expanding the Framework: Control of Memory Grain Size

The theoretical and empirical work considered so far has focused on how
people regulate their memory performance when given the option to with
hold individual items of information or entire answers about which they are
unsure. Control of report option, however, is just one means by which people
can regulate their memory reporting. Indeed, in most real-life memory situa
tions, people do not just have the choice of either volunteering a substantive
answer or else responding "I don't know." They also have the option of
contro1ling the "graininess" or level of precision or coarseness of the infor
mation that they provide (e.g., describing the assailant's height as "around
6 feet" or "fairly tall" rather than "5 feet II inches").

To illustrate, consider a study reported by Neisser (1988), who tested
students' memory for events related to a seminar that he taught, using either
an open-ended recall format or a forced-choice recognition format. He found
the recall format to yield more accurate remembering than the recognition
format and noted that this might come as a surprise to memory researchers
who are accustomed to the general superiority of recognition testing over
recall testing. As discussed earlier (Section IILA), such a finding can perhaps
be explained by the effects of report option. Neisser, however, also pointed
out a further consideration: Whereas in the recognition format, participants
had to make relatively fine discriminations between correct and incorrect
response alternatives, in the recall format they seemed to choose "a level of
generality at which they were not mistaken" (1988; p. 553).

Along similar lines, Fisher (1996), in assessing participants' freely reported
recollections of a filmed robbery, was surprised to find that both quantity
performance (number ofcorrect statements) and accuracy performance (out
put-bound proportion of correct statements) remained constant between two
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retention intervals across a 40-day span. The anomaly was resolved by
considering the grain size of the reported information: Statements made
after 40 days contained information that was substantially more coarse (as
rated by two independent judges) than the information contained in the
earlier statements.

Clearly, then, when rememberers control their own memory reporting,
differences in the grain size ofthe reported information can pose a troubling
methodological problem. Here, too, the traditional remedy has been to take
control away from the participant, for instance, by using recognition testing
or by using stimulus materials, such as word lists, that limit the scope of the
problem. Like report option, however, control over grain size is more than
just a mere methodological nuisance that needs to be circumvented or
corrected for. In most real-life memory situations, it too constitutes an
important means by which rememberers regulate the accuracy of their mem
ory reporting and, as such, is an integral aspect of the process of remember
ing. The challenge is to find a way to systematically investigate this type of
control as well. The approach we chose is similar to the one we used for
report option and, in fact, assumes a close relationship between these two
types of control.

A. ACCURACy-INFORMATIVENESS TRADE-OFF

Consider a situation in which a witness is asked to answer a set of questions
that have to do with quantitative values such as the time of an accident, the
speed ofa car, the height of an assailant, and so forth. 8 If the witness is forced
to answer each question at a specifiedgrain size (to the nearest minute, mile
per hour, inch, and so forth), then the accuracy of those answers may be quite
poor. However, even though the witness may not remember, say, that the
accident occurred precisely at 6:13 pm, she may be able to report that it
occurred between 6:00 and 6:30 pm, or perhaps, in the early evening. What,
then, will happen if the witness herself is allowed to choose the grain size for
her answers? Will she be able to exploit this option in an effective manner,
increasing the (output-bound) accuracy ofher memory report? On what basis
will she choose an appropriate grain size for her answers?

The considerations and mechanisms underlying the choice of grain
size in memory reporting appear to be similar to, though somewhat
more complex than, those underlying the exercise of report option. Let us

8 It is methodologically convenient to operationalize grain size in terms of the range or
interval width used in reporting quantitative information (Yaniv & Foster, 1995, 1997).
We assume that other forms ofcontrol over grain size (e.g., vague linguistic qualifiers, "reddish"
vs "red") should operate according to similar principles, and in fact recent evidence indicates
that they do (Weber & Brewer, in press).
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return to the earlier example of a witness who wants to fulfill her vow to
"tell the whole truth and nothing but the truth." How should she proceed?
On the one hand, a very coarsely grained response (e.g., "between noon
and midnight") will always be the wiser choice if accuracy (i.e., the proba
bility of including the true value-telling nothing but the truth) is the
sole consideration. However, such a response may not be very informative,
falling short of the goal to tell the whole truth. On the other hand, whereas
a very fine-grained answer (e.g., 5:23 pm) would be much more informative,
it is also much more likely to be wrong. A similar conflict is often faced
by students taking open-ended essay exams: Should one attempt to provide a
very precise-informative answer, but risk being wrong, or try to "hedge
one's bet" by providing a coarser, less informative answer, and risk being
penalized for vagueness? In both of these examples, control over grain
size can be seen to involve an accuracy-informativeness trade-off similar
to the accuracy-quantity trade-off observed with regard to the control of
report option.

This idea of an accuracy-informativeness trade-off was brought out nicely
by Yaniv and Foster (1995, 1997) in the context of judgment and decision
making. They showed that when people are asked to give quantitative
estimates for the purpose of decision making, they tend to consider the
recipient's desire to obtain a useful response (cf. Grice, 1975), and often
sacrifice accuracy for informativeness. Recipients of information generally
require estimates that are both sufficiently informative for their current needs
and appropriately accurate. For example, information that the inflation rate
will be "between 0% and 80%" in the coming year will not be appreciated by
the recipient, although it is likely to be correct. In fact, Yaniv and Foster
(1995) found that to some extent, recipients of information actually prefer a
somewhat inaccurate but precise-informative estimate (e.g., that the inflation
rate will be "5-6%" when it turns out to be 7%) to an overly coarse,
uninformative estimate that is "technically" correct.

B. SATISFICING VERSUS UTILITy-MAXIMIZING MODELS OF

GRAIN CONTROL

How does one find an appropriate compromise between accuracy and infor
mativeness in choosing a grain size for his or her answers?One simple strategy
that we considered is to provide the most finely grained (precise) answer that
passes some preset report criterion (in terms of assessed probability correct).
Thus, for example, our earlier witness might try to answer the question to the
nearest minute, to the nearest 5 minutes, 10minutes, 15minutes, and so forth,
until she is, say, at least 90% sure that the specified answer is correct.
Goldsmith et al. (2002) called this the satisficing model (cf. Simon, 1956)
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of the control of grain size: The rememberer strives to provide as much
information as possible, as long as its assessed probability of being correct
satisfies some reasonable minimum level. Note that this model is similar to
the one presented earlier with regard to report option: As with report option,
the assessed probability correct of each answer that is volunteered
must pass a report criterion, and the setting of the criterion level should
depend on the relative incentives for accuracy and informativeness in each
particular situation.

A more complex, alternative model was also examined. According to the
relative expected-utility maximizing model, rememberers monitor in parallel
the likely correctness (assessed probability correct) of candidate answers at
various grain sizes, and evaluate the informativeness (subjective value or
utility) of the answer at each grain size. Combining the outputs of these
two operations, they then calculate the subjective expected value or utility of
the answer at each grain size (e.g., assessed probability correct x subjective
value or utility), compare these values, and choose the answer that maximizes
the subjective expected value or utility. Such a relative comparison process,
while aiming for a more optimal grain-choice solution than the satisficing
model, would seemingly place a much heavier cognitive and metacognitive
burden on the rememberer than does the satisficing model.

Before turning to the empirical evidence with respect to these models for
the control of grain size, note that although they differ in their specifics, they
share a common conception of the choice of grain size as being based on two
metacognitive processes: (a) a monitoring process that assesses the probabil
ity that answers at different grain sizes are correct, and (b) a control process
that uses the monitoring output, together with other information (e.g., the
perceived informativeness of the answers, and/or the relative incentives for
accuracy and informativeness) in order to decide on the appropriate grain
size for a particular answer.

C. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Goldsmith et al. (2002) conducted a systematic study of the control of grain
sizein reporting from semantic memory. The main goal of that study was to
determine whether the general metacognitive framework of monitoring and
control that had been developed earlier to address the control of report
option, would be useful in studying the control of grain size as well.

In that study, participants answered a set of general knowledgequestions, all
of which related to quantitative-numeric information: time, date, age, distance,
speed, and so forth. The questions were presented in two phases: In the first
phase, participants gave their best answer to each item using two different
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bounded intervals (grain sizes), the widths of which were specified by the
experimenter. For example, "When did Boris Becker last win the Wimbledon
men's tennis finals? (A) Provide a 3-year interval; (B) Provide a lO-year inter
val." The two grain sizes were tailored for each item such that the coarse
grained answer specified a relatively wide interval, that would yield a mean
proportion correct of about 75%, whereas the fine-grained answer specified a
more narrow interval (or in some cases a specific value, e.g., year), that would
yield a mean proportion correct of about 30%. In the critical second phase, the
participants went over their answers, and for each item, indicated which of the
two answers (i.e., which of the two grain sizes) they would prefer to provide,
assuming that they were "an expert witness testifying before a government
committee."

In Experiment I of the study, participants chose to provide the fine-grained
answer in about 40% of the cases, implying that the choice ofgrain levelwas not
guided solely by the desire to be correct (in which case they would have always
chosen the coarse-grained answer), nor solely by the desire to be informative
(in which case they would have always chosen the more precise, fine-grained
answer). Instead, the participants tended to choose the coarse-grained answer
when the more precise answer was deemed too unreliable: Answers that the
participants chose to provide at the fine-grained level had a relatively high
(about 50%) chance of being correct, whereas the fine-grained answers that
they would have provided, had they not chosen to provide the coarse-grained
answer instead, had a relatively low (about 2(1'10) chance of being correct.
Moreover, by sacrificing informativeness in this strategic manner, the parti
cipants improved their overall accuracy substantially (to about 60%)compared
to what they would have achieved by providing the fine-grained answers
throughout (about 30%). The maximum accuracy that could have been
achieved by providing only coarse-grained answers was somewhat higher
(about 75%).

In Experiment 2 of the study, the collection of confidence judgments
(assessed probability correct) for the answers at each grain size in the
first phase of the design helped shed light on the monitoring and control
processes underlying the choice of grain size. First, with regard to monitoring,
the participants were fairly successful in discrintinating between correct and
incorrect answers at each grain size, with moderately high within-participant
gamma correlations between confidence and correctness ofeach answer (aver
aging about .50) for both the fine-grained and the coarse-grained answers.
Second, with regard to control, there was a strong relationship between confi
dence in the fine-grained answer and choice of grain size, with within
participant gamma correlations between confidence in the fine-grained answer
and the choice to provide that answer (rather than the coarse-grained answer)
averaging about .80.
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In order to gain more insight into the process underlying the regulation of
grain size, we conducted some further analyses. According to the satisficing
model, participants should provide the fine-grained answer if its assessed
probability passes the report criterion, otherwise they should give the coarse
grained answer. Therefore, confidence in the fine-grained answer should
be the primary predictor of grain choice, whereas confidence in the coarse
grained answer should be irrelevant. In contrast, according to the expected
utility maximizing model, both of these should contribute to the grain choice.
In particular, because the expected subjective utility of providing the coarse
grained answer increases as confidence (assessed probability correct) in that
answer increases, all else equal, there should be a positive relationship
between confidence in the coarse-grained answer and the tendency to provide
that answer (rather than provide the fine-grained answer). The results of
several multiple (logistic) regression analyses clearly favored the satisficing
model: When both confidence in the fine-grained answer and confidence in
the coarse-grained answer were included as joint predictors of the choice of
grain size, confidence in the fine-grained answer was the primary predictor,
with a standardized regression coefficient over three times as large as the
coefficient for coarse-grained answer confidence. Moreover, the sign of
the coefficient for coarse-answer confidence was in the opposite direction
from what would be predicted by the expected-utility maximizing model:
Holding confidence in the fine-grained answer constant, confidence in the
coarse-grained answer showed a weak but significant negative relationship to
choice of the coarse-grained answer.

Finally, in a third experiment, the setting of the report criterion was shown
to be strategic. In that experiment, the relative weight assigned to infor
mativeness versus accuracy was manipulated by introducing explicit mone
tary incentives for correct answers at the two grain sizes in the second
phase: A higher bonus was paid for correct fine-grained answers than for
correct coarse-grained answers, and this ratio was 2:1 for half of the items
(weak informativeness incentive) and 5:1 for the other half (strong informa
tiveness incentive), counterbalanced across participants. As predicted, more
fine-grained answers were provided in the strong informativeness-incentive
condition than in the weak incentive condition, decreasing the accuracy
of those answers, as well as the average confidence in those answers.
The results involving confidence were again consistent with the satisficing
model and inconsistent with the expected-utility maximizing model. Using a
procedure similar to the one described earlier as part of the QAP methodol
ogy, the report criterion set by each participant for providing fine-grained
answers was estimated, with the mean estimated criterion significantly more
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liberal in the strong informativeness-incentive condition (.58) than in the
weak-incentive condition (.74).

D. CONTROL OF GRAIN SIZE IN EPISODIC MEMORY REPORTING

OVER TIME

As in the case of report option, a consideration of the control of grain size in
memory reporting has begun to shed light on other memory phenomena and
issues. One example is the potential role of control over grain size in mod
ulating the changes that occur in memory over time. Goldsmith et al. (2005)
examined the regulation of report grain size over different retention intervals.
Starting from the well-known finding that people often remember the gist of
an event though they have forgotten its details (e.g., Kintsch, Welsch,
Schmalhofer, & Zimny, 1990; Koriat, Levy-Sadot, Edry, & de Marcas,
2003), they asked whether rememberers might exploit the differential forget
ting rates of coarse and precise information in regulating the accuracy of the
information that they report over time.

Consider Neisser's and Fisher's anecdotal observations regarding the
control of grain size, mentioned earlier (Fisher, 1996; Neisser, 1988). The
general hypothesis implied by these observations is that in recalling episodic
information from memory, rememberers may choose to provide more
coarsely grained answers as the retention interval increases, thereby main
taining a reasonably high and stable level of report accuracy over time, but at
the expense of providing less precise-detailed information. This hypothesis is
consistent with findings indicating that detailed information suffers a faster
forgetting rate than coarse information (Kintsch et aI., 1990; Koriat et al.,
2003; Reyna & Kiernan, 1994), and findings from recognition-memory re
search, that memory responses may be strategically based on more coarse
levels of representation when the detailed information becomes harder to
access (Anderson, Budiu, & Reder, 2001; Brainerd, Wright, Reyna, & Payne,
2002; Koutstaal, 2006).

In order to test this hypothesis, Goldsmith et al. (2005, Experiment I) had
participants read a short transcript describing fictitious events surrounding a
bar-room argument, and tested their memory for these events either immedi
ately, or after a one-day or one-week retention interval. The experimental
paradigm was similar to that used in Goldsmith et al. (2002) except for the
episodic nature of the memory material. Again, the test questions pertained
to various items of quantitative information (heights, weights, ages of the
characters, times of day, distances, etc.), and were initially answered at
two fixed grain sizes, one precise (a specific value) and the other coarse
(a bounded interval). In the second, grain-choice phase, the participants
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were instructed to choose for each item, the answer (precise or coarse) that
would "help the investigator [who lost the original transcript] reproduce the
facts of the case."

The main results of this experiment are reproduced in Fig. 8. With regard
to Phase 1performance (solid lines), the accuracy of the participants' answers
declined significantly over the one-week retention interval, particularly in the
first 24 h (between immediate and one-day testing). Consistent with previous
findings in the (recognition) literature, the rate ofdecline was somewhat more
shallow for the coarse answers than for the fine-grained (precise) answers,
with coarse-grain accuracy substantially higher than precise-grain accuracy
across all three retention intervals. More interesting are the results from the
second phase (dotted line), in which participants could choose which grain
size to provide for each item. As predicted, the tendency to prefer the coarse
grained answer increased with retention interval (from 43% at immediate
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Fig. 8. Forgetting curves showing actual memory accuracy performance (mean percent
correct) as a function of retention interval for the participants in Goldsmith et al. (2005, Experi
ment 1) plotted separately for precise-grain answers (Test phase 1), coarse-grain answers (Test
phase 1), and "chosen-grain" answers (Test phase 2) for which grain size was under the control of
the participant. Three further indexes are presented for each retention interval: Mon. = monitor
ing effectiveness, in terms of mean gamma correlation between confidence in the precise answer
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answers chosen at the coarse grain level in Phase 2 (as an index of reduction in informativeness).
The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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testing to 75% after one week). This shift allowed rememberers to maintain a
higher and more stable level of report accuracy than what they would have
achieved had they been required to provide only precise answers. Of course,
the increased accuracy was again "purchased" at the cost of reduced infor
mativeness of the answers that were provided at the longer retention
intervals.

Insight into the metacognitive mechanisms was gained by examining the
confidence data. As in the earlier study, there was a strong relationship
between confidence in the fine-grained answer and the grain-control decision
(mean gamma = .85, across the retention intervals). Moreover, a simple
satisficing model was again supported by the data: Multiple regression
analyses that included both confidence in the fine-grained answer and confi
dence in the coarse-grained answer as predictors of the grain decision, yielded
no added contribution of confidence in the coarse-grained answer, beyond
what could be accounted for by confidence in the fine-grained answer alone.

Interestingly, the estimated report criterion set by the participants was
equivalent at the three retention intervals, averaging around .80. This sug
gests that the participants were aiming to achieve approximately the same
level of accuracy (80% or higher), regardless of the retention interval. Yet,
the levelof accuracy actually achieved was much lower than 80% (particular
ly at delayed testing), and accuracy did not remain stable between immediate
and one-day testing. This discrepancy appears to stem from the participants'
imperfect level of monitoring effectiveness, and from a decline in the level of
that effectiveness over time which mirrors the pattern of decline in report
accuracy: Overconfidence, in terms of the difference between mean assessed
probability correct of the fine-grained answers and actual proportion correct,
averaged .16 at immediate testing and .32 at one-day and one-week testing.
A similar pattern of decrement over time was found for monitoring resolu
tion (see Fig. 8). At the same time, the stability of accuracy between one-day
and one-week testing appears to derive from (a) the adoption of a constant
grain-control policy (report criterion) across this interval, and (b) the stabili
ty of monitoring effectiveness (in terms of both calibration and resolution)
across this interval.

These results further demonstrate the critical contribution of metacogni
tive monitoring and control processes to memory performance. The shift in
the preferred grain size with retention interval suggests an additional means
by which rememberers can compensate for their failing memory: By regulat
ing the coarseness of their answers, rememberers can maintain relatively high
levels of memory accuracy despite increased forgetting. In a similar manner,
perhaps rememberers can also regulate grain size to compensate for differ
ences in other factors that affect memory, such as viewing conditions or being
questioned about central versus peripheral details. Another important factor
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to be examined is the regulation of grain size in old age: In light of the general
finding of increased reliance on gist memory in old age (e.g., Earles, Kersten,
Turner, & McMullen, 1999; Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997), control over grain
size in memory reporting could be a potent tool used by older rememberers to
maintain their report accuracy in the face of declining memory for details.

The implications of control over grain size are, of course, especially perti
nent to free-narrative and other types of open-ended memory testing proce
dures commonly used in naturalistic memory research. In fact, with regard to
the effects of retention interval, it is remarkable that some of the studies
that used such procedures (but not all of them) observed very high
and stable levels of accuracy over retention intervals of up to several years
(e.g., Ebbesen & Rienick, 1998; Flin, Boon, Knox, & Bull, 1992; Hudson &
Fivush, 1991; Poole & White, 1991, 1993)! These levels of accuracy may have
been achieved because the free-narrative format of memory report allowed
participants both control over report option-withholding information that
they are not sure about-as well as control over the grain size-s-choosing the
level of precision or coarseness of the information that they reported.

V. Toward an Integrated Model of Grain Size and Report Option

Indeed, in most real-life memory situations, rememberers have the freedom
both to withhold particular items of information and to choose an appropri
ate grain size for the information that they do report. In the research
described so far, we addressed each of these two types of control separately.
Now, however, returning to our hypothetical courtroom witness, we ask,
how would she manage the utilization of both types of control simultaneous
ly? When would she choose to provide a coarse-grained answer and when
would she choose to respond "don't know"? In this section, we present work
in progress that points toward some preliminary answers to these questions.

A. AN INTEGRATED SATISFICING MODEL

We begin with the observation that report option and grain size may be
viewedas a continuum: Withholding an answer is informationally equivalent
to providing an extremely coarse-grained response that encompasses the
entire range of possible values, so that it conveys no information at all
about the solicited value. A simple model that builds on this idea is sketched
in Fig. 9 (solid lines only). In this model, which is essentially a generalization
of the satisficing model of control over grain size discussed earlier, the
rememberer generates candidate answers to each question at various grain
sizes, providing the most precise (informative) answer that passes a preset
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to our original model, which adds a minimum informativeness criterion (INFc) that must be passed
in order that an answer is volunteered. INF, subjectively evaluated informativeness of the answer at
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confidence criterion. If even the most coarsely grained candidate fails to pass
the criterion, the answer is withheld entirely.

In an experiment designed to test this model, we used the same basic proce
dure as in our earlier semantic-memory grain-size study (Goldsmith et al.,
2(02), with the change that now in the second phase, the participants were
allowed either to provide an answer at one of the two grain sizes,or to withhold
the answer entirely. In analyzing the relationship between confidence in the
answers and the choice of response (fine answer, coarse answer, or "don't
know"), we found that participants used exactly the same report criterion for
the control ofgrain size as they did for the report-option decision: Ifconfidence
in the fine-grained answer was lessthan .83 (mean estimated report criterion for
control over grain size), participants preferred to provide the coarse-grained
answer. If, however, confidence in the coarse-grained answer was also less than
.83 (mean estimated report criterion for report option), the answer would be
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withheld entirely. Interestingly, this pattern repeated itselfin another condition
in which the incentive for informativeness versus accuracy was increased by
increasing the monetary bonus for correct answers at the fine grain size (as in
Goldsmith et al., 2002, Experiment 3). A more liberal report criterion was
adopted (.71), which again was identical for the decision whether to provide
the fine-grained or coarse-grained answer, and for the decision whether to
provide the coarse-grained answer or instead to withhold the answer entirely.

B. To COARSEN OR WITHHOLD?

Although these data provide very nice support for the integrated satisficing
model depicted in Fig. 9 [but see Weber & Brewer (in press) who obtained
somewhat different estimates for the grain-choice and report-option criteria],
admittedly, both the model and the experimental procedure are
oversimplified: Clearly, in real-life control of grain size, rememberers are
not confined to just two possible grain sizes. Instead, in principle, they have
unlimited control over the grain size of their answers," and hence can choose
to provide as coarse an answer as is needed to reach the desired level of
confidence. Why, then, would rememberers ever choose to utilize the "don't
know" option under such conditions? For example, if participants could be
90% sure that Neil Armstrong walked on the moon sometime between the
year 1950and 2007, would they not prefer to provide that answer, rather than
respond "don't know"?

To examine this question, we ran a further experiment using the episodic
memory materials and questions from our earlier study of grain control over
time (Goldsmith et al., 2005), but this time participants could write down an
interval of any size as their preferred answer, or they could respond "don't
know." Thus, they were allowed complete control over the grain size of their
answers (see also Goldsmith et al., 2005, Experiment 2), as well as the option
of withholding the answer entirely. Under such conditions, the participants
chose to utilize the "don't know" option for an average of 18% of their
responses (13% on immediate testing, 17%after one day, and 24% after one
week). That is, in a substantial number of cases, the participants chose to
refrain from providing any information at all, even though conceivably, they

9 We acknowledge that in general, the set of candidategrainsizes that areactuallyconsidered
may conform to natural linguistic units (e.g., year, decade, century) and grain sizes that cross
natural linguistic boundariesmay not be consideredseriouslyby the rememberer (e.g., "between
1961 and 1971" would generally be a less natural response compared to "between 1960 and
1970" or "sometime in the 19608"). This is an additionalcomplication that deservesexamination
in futureresearch.
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could have provided at least some information in a very coarse answer that
was likely to be correct (e.g., "Benny drank between 0 and 15 beers).

This interpretation could be wrong, however. Perhaps the participants
chose to withhold answers only in those cases in which they could not
provide any "information" even by choosing a very coarse answer. This
might happen, for example, if in order to reach a reasonably high level of
confidence, they would have to coarsen their answer so much that it would no
longer yield any reduction in uncertainty about the solicited value beyond
what could he inferred on the basis of general knowledge of the world (e.g.,
script knowledge) and common sense alone. To examine this possibility, we
had the participants go back to each of their "don't know" answers and now
provide an interval answer that they were 100%sure was correct. When these
100%confidence intervals (CIs) were compared to those given by a group of
control participants who read the stimulus story with all of the target
quantitative information blacked out (preventing any episodic memory of
the actual quantities), the CIs of the experimental participants were about
half as wide10 as those provided by the unexposed control participants, even
though the experimental participants had responded "don't know" to these
questions initially.

These results indicate that the experimental participants chose the "don't
know" option even though they could have provided some useful information
to an outsider (e.g., a police investigator) who had knowledge only of the
general episode and not of the actual quantities. Moreover, the answer
provided by the participants in the second phase was not only subjectively
informative, it was also objectivelyinformative: The 100%CIs obtained for the
"don't know" items of the experimental participants were significantly more
likelyto contain the correct target value than were the 100%CIs obtained from
a secondgroup of control participants, who answered the same questions at the
same interval widths used by the experimental participants, on the basis of
common sense and script knowledge alone.

C. THE NEED FOR AN INFORMATIVENESS CRITERION

How do the preceding results bear on the idea ofan integrated model ofgrain
size and report option? It appears that what was lacking in the original
satisficingmodel of grain control, and would be needed in a new integrated
model, is a minimum informativeness criterion that must be satisfied by any
reported answer, in addition to the minimum confidence (accuracy) criterion

to In order to approximatelyequate the contributionof different itemsto the overall interval
widthdifferences, the interval- widths were normalized by the midpoint of the answers (normal
ized interval width = actual intervalwidth/interval midpoint).
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that we have been focusing on exclusively in our work so far. This addition to
the basic model is depicted schematically by the dashed lines in Fig. 9.

According to social and pragmatic norms of communication, people are
expected not only to be reasonably accurate in what they report, but also to
be reasonably informative (Grice, 1975). We assume, then, that very coarse
grained answers, such as "Benny drank between 0 and 15 beers," are gener
ally avoided because they violate these norms of communication. These
norms, together with more specific contextual considerations, presumably
affect the setting of the minimum informativeness criterion. If one's knowl
edge or memory is so poor that one can only reach a high level of confidence
by providing such an answer, the normatively acceptable option (and one
that does not violate the minimum informativeness criterion) is to refrain
from providing an answer, responding instead, "don't know."

Note that by this analysis, rememberers should make use of the "don't
know" option specifically when they feel that they are unable to provide an
answer that is both sufficiently accurate (likely to be correct) and sufficiently
informative. One can imagine real-life situations, however, in which there are
implicit or explicit demands to provide a substantive answer (i.e., "don't
know" is not permitted). What should rememberers do in such situations
when they find themselves unable to simultaneously satisfy the confidence
and informativeness criteria?

As part of a doctoral research project, currently underway, Ackerman and
Goldsmith (2006) put forward a distinction between two knowledge states:
satisficing and unsatisficing knowledge. Whereas in the former state one has
sufficient knowledge (or memory) to support an answer that simultaneously
satisfies the confidence and informativeness criteria, in the latter state one
does not. They proposed that in a state of unsatisficing knowledge, with
holding ofanswers ("don't know" response) is the preferred way of resolving
the criterion conflict, but when this option is denied, rememberers have no
choice but to violate one or both of the two criteria. In that case, they should
tend to sacrifice the confidence criterion rather than the informativeness
criterion. This is because the penalty (e.g., ridicule) for providing an overly
uninformative answer is often immediate, whereas the accuracy or inaccura
cy ofone's answer is generally only evident at a later time, if at all. The results
of several experiments are consistent with these ideas, yielding the following
general conclusions: (I) Participants strive to satisfy a minimum informative
ness criterion as well as a minimum confidence-accuracy criterion. (2) Crite
rion conflicts are more likely to occur when knowledge (memory) is low.
(3) When criterion conflicts occur, participants will often violate the confi
dence criterion in order to meet the informativeness criterion. (4) Given joint
control over grain size and report option, participants tend to circumvent the
criterion conflict when it occurs, by withholding the answers entirely.
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VI. Conclusion

53

The work described in this chapter is predicated on the view that the strategic
regulation of memory performance is an intrinsic aspect of everyday remem
bering. Therefore, to achieve a more complete understanding of remember
ing in real-life contexts, it is important to identify the various types of control
that people exert over their memory reporting, and examine their underlying
mechanisms and performance consequences. The desire to capture the full
richness of real-world memory phenomena, however, is often at odds with
the desire to bring the phenomena into the laboratory for controlled experi
mental investigation. In our work, we have tried to reach an expedient
compromise that offers the benefits of experimental tools and rigor while
still tapping some of the fundamental features of the strategic regulation of
memory performance in real-world settings.
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2.18.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter is on voluntary remember-

ing, in which memories are retrieved through a
deliberate, goal-directed search process. Voluntary
remembering occurs either in response to an external
query or to a query that is generated internally by the

person, usually in order to achieve some higher-
order goal. For example, a person may try to recall
the name of a person, to answer an exam question, or
to recount an entire episode to a friend.

This type of remembering can be contrasted with
involuntary memory, in which past events come to
mind spontaneously and automatically, without any
conscious intention to conjure them up. Involuntary

memory often occurs during routine daily activity,
without any apparent cue (Berntsen, 1996, 1998;
Kvavilashvili and Mandler, 2004). An important sub-
class of involuntary memory that has received special
attention is that of intrusive memories. Such mem-

ories, typically of traumatic events, occur not only in
the absence of an intention to retrieve the events but
also against the person’s will (Koutstaal and Schacter,
1997; McNally, 1998). Intrusive memories reflect a
failure of control over retrieval, because the person is
unable to prevent these memories from arising, or
fails to terminate them once they arise.

Although we concentrate here on voluntary
remembering, we stress that the distinction between
voluntary and involuntary memory processes is not
sharp, and that any particular act of remembering may
involve a mixture of these types of processes. For
example, during the deliberate scrutinizing of one’s
memory for a particular detail, various memory frag-
ments may suggest themselves, diverting the search in
new directions. Sometimes, such fragments may even
‘intrude’ against the rememberer’s will, blocking
access to other, desired pieces of information.
2.18.2 Processes Involved in
Remembering

We begin by outlining some general memory princi-
ples. In particular, we discuss (1) the role of retrieval
cues and retrieval-encoding interactions in determin-
ing the accessibility of stored information and (2) the
role of metamemory processes in monitoring and
307
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controlling the retrieval and reporting of that informa-
tion. We then integrate these elements within a
schematic framework that will guide a more detailed
treatment of controlled processes in remembering.
2.18.2.1 Retrieval Cues and Retrieval-
Encoding Interactions

The amount of information stored in memory
exceeds by far the amount of information that can
be accessed at any given point in time. In the termi-
nology introduced by Tulving and Pearlstone (1966),
much more information is available in memory than is
accessible at any moment. Thus, although we may
momentarily fail to retrieve the name of an acquain-
tance, we may still be able to recall it on some later
occasion or recognize it from among several alterna-
tives. The discrepancy between the availability of
information and its accessibility to consciousness tes-
tifies to the critical role of retrieval processes in
bringing stored information to mind (See Chapter
2.16; Roediger, 1999).

What prevents all of the available information
from being accessed? What is the process by which
people search for and recollect stored information
from long-term memory?

Tulving (1983) promoted the now-accepted idea
that memory is a joint product of stored memory
traces and the cues that are present when retrieval
is carried out. Thus, given the same conditions of
study, retrieval success can vary greatly depending
on the conditions of testing. For example, memory is
generally better under cued than under uncued recall
testing (Tulving and Pearlstone, 1966). The condi-
tions that instigate retrieval often provide many
useful retrieval cues. In externally posed queries,
some of the cues can be found in the query itself,
whereas others may be available in the more general
retrieval context. Even when these cues are not suffi-
cient to directly elicit the target item, they can help
delimit the memory regions in which that item is
likely to be found.

Cues differ considerably in their effectiveness for
aiding retrieval. Research examining the effective-
ness of extralist words in prompting the recall of
studied words (Nelson et al., 2005) indicates that
retrieval success varies with a large number of asso-
ciative properties of the cue and of the target. For
example, the larger the number of words that a cue
word elicits in word association norms, the lower its
effectiveness in facilitating the retrieval of a studied
word. The most effective cues for retrieving an event
are personal cues associated with the encoding of that
event, because these cues are well integrated into the
memory trace of the event (e.g., Mantyla, 1986).
Many standard mnemonic techniques have people
encode the target information together with specific
cues that can later be used to prompt retrieval.

In a landmark article, Tulving and Thomson
(1973) formulated the encoding specificity principle,
which states that a cue presented during testing will
be effective in aiding retrieval to the extent that it has
been encoded together with the solicited memory
target at study. A large amount of research has pro-
vided evidence for this principle (Tulving, 1983). It
has also been extended in the form of the more
general principle of transfer-appropriate processing,

according to which retrieval is effective to the extent
that the processing that occurs during retrieval rein-
states the processing that took place during encoding
(Kolers and Roediger, 1984; Srinivas et al., 1998).

In line with these principles, retrieval efficiency
depends on the extent to which the testing conditions
reinstate the overall conditions of study. Thus,
retrieval is context dependent, in that memory is best
when testing occurs in the same physical
environment in which learning took place. For exam-
ple, Godden and Baddeley (1975) found that divers
who studied a list of words, either on land or under-
water, performed better when tested in the same
environment as at study rather than in the other
environment. Participants have also been found to
recall a larger number of words when tested in the
same room in which they studied the words than
when tested in a different room (Smith et al., 1978).
Context-dependent effects are more likely when the
environmental contexts differ substantially and when
participants deliberately associate the studied mate-
rial with features of the study environment (Smith
and Vela, 2001). These effects are generally obtained
for recall but not for recognition (Eich, 1985), sug-
gesting that context reinstatement specifically
facilitates retrieval.

Similar evidence exists for the state dependency of
memory, indicating that memory performance is best
when learning and testing occur under the same inter-
nal state. For example, what participants learn while
drunk, they remember better while drunk than while
sober, and vice versa (Goodwin et al., 1969). A similar
pattern has been observed for the effects of marijuana
(Eich et al., 1975) and mood (Eich and Metcalfe, 1989).
Like context dependence, state-dependent memory
benefits are more clearly observed for free recall than
for recognition or cued recall (Eich, 1980).
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2.18.2.2 Metacognitive Monitoring and
Control Processes

Much of the work on the effects of cueing and
retrieval-encoding interactions has been conducted
within a conceptual framework that views the
rememberer as a passive conduit through which
information flows. For example, the work reviewed
in the previous section has mainly emphasized the
automatic effects of external and internal retrieval
cues and retrieval-encoding interactions on memory
performance. In recent years, however, there has
been an increased emphasis on the active role of the
rememberer in strategically regulating the process of
remembering. This new emphasis is most prominent
in the area of metacognition research, in which mon-
itoring and control processes have been shown to
play a critical role throughout the various phases of
remembering (Barnes et al., 1999; Koriat, 2007): They
are involved in deciding whether to initiate a mem-
ory search, what type of search and retrieval process
to use, where in memory to search, when to terminate
the search, whether or not to report the retrieved
information, and at what level of precision or coarse-
ness to report it. Such decision processes are integral
components of remembering – influencing its course
and the quality of its products. Traditional memory
research has generally avoided the investigation of
rememberer-controlled memory processes, perhaps
because the operation of these processes was seen to
conflict with the desire to achieve strict experimental
control (Nelson and Narens, 1994; Koriat and
Goldsmith, 1996a).

In the following section, we introduce a schematic
framework to help identify and conceptualize the mem-
ory and metamemory processes involved in
Preretrieval processes

Monitor familiarity/accessibility
Initiate/ forgo memory search
Set search strategy
Set retrieval cues 

Postre
Evaluate
Inhibit u
Update 
strategy
Continu

Retrieval

Search

Input query and context

Figure 1 A schematic framework for the memory and metame

represents the decision to forgo a memory search).
remembering, taking into account the critical role
of retrieval cues and encoding-retrieval interactions,
just described. This framework will guide the discussion
of controlled processes in remembering throughout the
remainder of this chapter.
2.18.2.3 A Schematic Framework

Let us consider the simple case in which a person is
presented with a memory query in the form of a
question. How does one come up with an answer to
that query? Figure 1 presents a schematic framework
for the processes involved in remembering. Broadly
speaking, we first search our memory for the best
answer we can find and then decide whether and
how we want to report it. For simplicity, we describe
the processes involved in remembering sequentially,
although we assume that they are actually somewhat
overlapping and parallel.

Memory search is conceptualized here as an itera-
tive process. First, the rememberer sets parameters
that define what he or she is looking for in memory
and determine broadly the manner in which that
information will be accessed. The search parameters
include cues that are provided explicitly in the mem-
ory query and additional cues that are available in the
overall retrieval context or generated by the remem-
berer in response to the query (cf. target descriptions
in Norman and Bobrow, 1979). The parameters also
include search criteria that define what will be con-
sidered a satisfactory answer to the query
(verification criteria in Norman and Bobrow, 1979)
and a rough metacognitive assessment of the accessi-
bility of the answer. Another important parameter is
the search strategy that will be invoked.
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 retrieved information
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These parameters determine the initial course of
the retrieval of information from memory, as well as
whether retrieval will be attempted at all. Because it
appears to capture much of the mainstream thinking
about memory retrieval, we adopt Tulving’s (1983)
concept of ecphory to describe the specific operation
of retrieval during a (sometimes) more prolonged
memory search process. According to this concept,
when an item of information is encoded, a memory
trace (engram) is created that includes not only the
item itself but also other information from the cog-
nitive context at the time of encoding (related
thoughts, for instance). During retrieval, parts of the
encoded engram combine synergistically with the
search cues to produce ‘‘a conscious memory of par-
ticular aspects of the original event’’ (Tulving, 1976,
p. 40). Consequently, the retrieved (ecphoric) infor-
mation that comes to mind is actually a combination
of the search cues and stored information. We assume
that, although rememberers cannot control the pro-
cess of ecphory itself, which is conceptualized here as
an automatic, ballistic operation (Moscovitch, 1994;
Guynn, 2003; but see Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2000),
they can influence the outcome of a memory search
by controlling the parameters that are used for the
individual operations of retrieval and the overall
strategy that determines the number and nature of
these operations.

A very different conception of remembering is
offered by the reconstructive approach (Bartlett,
1932; Neisser, 1967; Barclay, 1986), in which remem-
bering is assumed to involve reconstructive
inferences that may supplement the retrieval process.
In terms of the framework presented here, however,
it should not matter much whether a candidate
answer is produced by a retrieval process such as
ecphory or, instead, by some type of inferential,
schema-based reconstruction process; much of the
surrounding control processes would remain essen-
tially the same. In any case, there has been very little
work, if any, detailing the processes involved in
reconstructive remembering.

The results of each retrieval (ecphory) attempt are
evaluated by the rememberer to determine whether
the sought-for information has been reached. If not,
the search parameters may be refined, and a fresh
retrieval attempt is made. Because of the critical role
that search parameters play in retrieval, the metacog-
nitive control exerted in the evaluation of results and
in the consequent updating of these parameters has a
high impact on remembering. The iterative search
process is terminated either when the rememberer
gives up (e.g., after drawing a blank or running out of
time) or when a retrieved answer is identified as the
best one that can be found.

Once a best-candidate answer has been reached,
other factors now come into play in converting that
answer into an overt memory response (Tulving,
1983). For example, the decision whether to report
the best answer or withhold it and respond ‘‘don’t
know’’ (Koriat and Goldsmith, 1996b), and the deci-
sion regarding the level of generality or precision
(grain size) at which to report the answer
(Goldsmith et al., 2002), are both under the strategic
control of the rememberer.

In what follows, our discussion of controlled pro-
cesses in remembering will be divided in terms of the
processes that take place before retrieval, those that
take place after the retrieval of some candidate
answer, and finally, the processes that take place in
deciding what to report, and how.
2.18.3 Controlled Preretrieval
Processes

2.18.3.1 Deciding Whether to Initiate
or Forgo a Memory Search

When confronted with a memory query, one does not
always proceed immediately to initiate retrieval.
Rather, in many cases a preliminary feeling of knowing
(FOK) may signal that it is not worthwhile to search for
the answer, either because it is not in memory or
because it might require more time and effort than is
warranted under the circumstances. Thus, a prelimin-
ary monitoring stage may be postulated in which one
makes a rough assessment regarding the availability of
the answer in memory and the effort needed to access
it. The initial FOK is assumed to rely on the overall
familiarity of the query (Schwartz and Metcalfe, 1992;
Nhouyvanisvong and Reder, 1998) and the extent to
which it brings to mind some fragmentary clues
(Koriat, 1993, 1995). Reder (1987) argued that a fast,
preretrieval FOK is routinely and automatically made
in response to the familiarity of the terms of a memory
query. She found that the latency of making a fast FOK
is shorter than that of accessing the answer, suggesting
that preliminary FOK is not based on the retrieval of
an answer. If the question does not produce a feeling of
familiarity, chances are that one will not initiate a
deliberate search for the answer. Glucksberg and
McCloskey (1981; see also Kolers and Palef, 1976),
for example, showed that people answer ‘‘I don’t
know’’ more rapidly when no potentially relevant
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information is accessible (‘‘Does Margaret Thatcher
use an electronic toothbrush?’’) than when some infor-
mation can be retrieved (‘‘Is Kiev in the Ukraine?’’).
They proposed that low preliminary FOK can cause
people to forgo a memory search. Note, however, that
a preliminary ‘Don’t Know’ response appears not to
prevent automatic activations that may ultimately
evoke the solicited target (Koriat and Lieblich, 1977).

Using an episodic cued recall task, Malmberg (in
press) has recently shown that enhanced cue famil-
iarity increases the time participants search for the
answer before giving up and also increases the like-
lihood of retrieving the correct answer. Familiarity,
however, appeared to have little effect when partic-
ipants were led to believe that familiarity was not
correlated with the memorability of the target.
Thus, it would seem that the effects of preliminary
FOK on the initiation of a memory search are at least
partly strategic. In fact, Reder and her associates
argued that preliminary FOK can guide the choice
of question-answering strategy, as discussed in the
next section. Note also that cue familiarity may affect
not only the initiation of the search for the target but
also the continuation of the search after it has been
initiated, as suggested, perhaps, by the results of
Malmberg.
2.18.3.2 Choosing a Search Strategy

Several strategies of memory search have been dis-
cussed in the literature. The strategy used to search
memory determines in part the context of retrieval,
the generation of additional retrieval cues, and the
ways those cues are used to retrieve information from
memory. By controlling the choice of search strategy,
either initially or after a previous strategy has failed,
the rememberer can influence the course of remem-
bering as well as its results.

One prominent strategy is embodied in the classic
two-stage generate–recognize model (Bahrick, 1969,
1979). In this strategy, the rememberer uses the avail-
able cues to define a region in memory in which the
solicited item is likely to reside (e.g., ‘‘vegetables,’’
‘‘words strongly related to doctor,’’ ‘‘Spanish family
names’’). Candidate items are then generated, and a
subsequent monitoring process is used to select
(recognize) the target from among them. For exam-
ple, when trying to recall the name of an old
acquaintance, one might run through a number of
female names in one’s head and hope that one of the
names will be recognized as the target. In response to
theoretical and empirical challenges (e.g., Thomson
and Tulving, 1970; Tulving and Thomson, 1973;
Wiseman and Tulving, 1976), more recent versions
of the generate–recognize model ( Jacoby and
Hollingshead, 1990; Weldon and Colston, 1995;
Higham and Tam, 2005, 2006) acknowledge that
generated candidates may be a joint product of
semantic and episodic influences (See Chapter 2.27).
Nevertheless, these models continue to embody a
memory search strategy that might be portrayed as
‘casting a wide net’ rather than trying to retrieve the
target item directly.

Metacognitive knowledge about subtle character-
istics of the encoding and retrieval contexts can
guide the controlled use of the generate–recognize
strategy. For example, Higham and Tam (2005) found
that participants were sensitive to the strength of the
semantic cue–target relations in studied lists of paired
associates, and that this awareness influenced the set
of plausible candidates that were generated during a
cued-recall test: When participants expected weak
cue-to-target relations, they were not likely to gen-
erate targets strongly related to the retrieval cues.
Koriat and Lieblich (1974) also observed that partic-
ipants’ guesses of a target word while in a tip-of-the-
tongue (TOT) state are sensitive to the specific defi-
nition of the population from which the target is said
to have been drawn.

Clearly, however, rememberers do not always
resort to a generate–recognize strategy. As Bahrick
(1979) has observed, one does not recall the name of
his wife by generating a series of female names and
selecting the correct name. Instead, in this case and
many others, a direct-retrieval process is invoked, in
which relatively specific and constrained retrieval
cues allow one to ‘home in’ directly on the target
representation in memory. This process is assumed
to be automatic and effortless. In fact, Bahrick (1979)
suggested that only when direct retrieval fails do
people resort to other strategies. Guynn and
McDaniel (1999) proposed that, when a large amount
of contextual information has been encoded along
with the target, rememberers prefer direct retrieval
over the generate–recognize strategy because the
contextual information facilitates a narrowly focused
ecphory operation. Higham and Tam (2005) sug-
gested that direct-retrieval and generate–recognize
strategies can be conceived as lying along a continu-
um representing the degree to which retrieval is
constrained.

Jacoby and colleagues proposed a controlled
mode of retrieval that they call source-constrained
retrieval – the deliberate use of target-source
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information to constrain what comes to mind during
retrieval. In a series of experiments ( Jacoby et al.,
1999, 2005a,b), participants studied a list of words
under shallow or deep encoding and were tested
using an old/new recognition test. When they were
later tested for their memory of the foils that
appeared on the first test, their performance was
better for the foils that had appeared on a test of
deeply encoded study items than for those that had
appeared on a test of shallowly encoded study
items. This result was taken to suggest that the par-
ticipants had used their metacognitive knowledge of
the original encoding operations to constrain their
retrieval on the first test by applying these same
operations to the test probes. The same pattern was
not found for elderly participants, presumably
because elderly people fail to take advantage of
their knowledge about encoding operations to con-
strain their retrieval.

The next strategic choice to be considered
involves basing one’s answer on reconstructive infer-
ence rather than on the reproductive retrieval of
stored information (Neisser, 1984; Hall, 1990).
Several researchers have proposed that the choice
between reconstructive and reproductive remember-
ing is, at least partly, under the control of the
rememberer (Reder, 1987; Ross, 1989). Reder (1987)
showed that, when the familiarity of the question is
low, people tend to answer the question by making
plausible inferences about the answer on the basis of a
variety of cues, rather than by attempting to retrieve
the answer directly from memory. She also suggested
that the tendency to rely on plausible inference
increases in old age (Reder et al., 1986). Similarly,
Ross (1989) proposed that, when accuracy motivation
is low, people tend to utilize a schema-based recon-
struction strategy rather than engaging in an effortful
reproductive retrieval. For example, in attempting to
recall one’s past attitudes, a person might use his or
her present attitudes as a benchmark against which to
reconstruct the past attitudes in light of an implicit
theory of stability or change. To reconstruct how one
felt 5 years ago, one might ask oneself: Is there any
reason to believe that I felt differently then than I do
now (Ross, 1989)? Several studies have shown that
people tend to exaggerate the similarity between
their present and past attitudes (e.g., Bem and
McConnell, 1970).

Finally, a fourth general strategy can be identi-
fied that might be called ‘mediated’ retrieval, in
which one initially sets out to retrieve contextual
information that may then assist in generating
further cues to guide more direct retrieval attempts
(e.g., Williams and Hollan, 1981; Reiser et al., 1985).
For example, when trying to remember the gifts one
received at one’s last birthday party, a person might
first try to retrieve the general party context, includ-
ing the friends who attended, in order to make the
subsequent retrieval of the gifts themselves more
efficient.
2.18.3.3 Specifying the Initial Context of
Search and Generating Internal Retrieval
Cues

As discussed earlier, retrieval cues play a critical
role in the efficient retrieval of information from
memory. That role begins with the cues that are
presented explicitly in the memory query and
those that are available implicitly in the more gen-
eral retrieval context. Such cues may aid retrieval
either automatically or in a more deliberate and
controlled manner. The controlled exploitation of
cues is particularly transparent when retrieval is
difficult and prolonged.

One searches one’s memory in a controlled man-
ner by specifying certain characteristics of the
solicited information as retrieval cues. Norman and
Bobrow (1979) termed such specifications ‘descrip-
tions.’ Descriptions may include the context of the
solicited event (e.g., time, place) and additional infor-
mation. Norman and Bobrow suggested that the
descriptions are continually updated after each re-
trieval attempt. Following up on these ideas, Burgess
and Shallice (1996) proposed a controlled descriptor
process that is responsible for translating memory
queries into a form that corresponds to the way the
relevant information is stored in long-term memory.
They suggested that one of the causes of clinical
confabulation disorder is impaired descriptor
processes.

Other researchers have put forward similar ideas.
Norman and Schacter (1996; Schacter et al., 1998),
for example, used the term ‘focusing’ to describe the
preliminary stage in retrieval in which the remem-
berer refines the description of the characteristics of
the sought-for episode. Similarly, Moscovitch and
Melo (1997) suggested that confabulators might be
impaired in the strategic use of general and personal
knowledge to constrain their memory search so as to
home in on the target. Dab and colleagues (Dab et al.,
1999) described a patient whose confabulations
apparently stem from deficient cue setting. In con-
trast to other confabulators, this patient had
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preserved memory and postecphoric verification
abilities but exhibited a selective impairment of the
search descriptor process. Finally, the work of Jacoby
and colleagues on source-constrained retrieval, men-
tioned earlier ( Jacoby et al., 2005a,b), suggests that
rememberers use contextual knowledge to constrain
their retrieval queries, and that elderly people may
be particularly deficient in this type of retrieval
control.

Once an initial search description has been
formed, further cues may be recruited during the
search. Indeed, several studies have identified a
reiterative pattern that occurs in the course of ardu-
ous remembering. Williams and Hollan (1981), for
example, proposed that remembering consists of a
series of kernel retrieval processes, each including
three stages: a memory region is specified in which
a search is to be conducted, that region is searched for
additional clues, and the information retrieved is
evaluated. Information that passes the evaluation is
then used to guide the next retrieval attempt. This
cycle is repeated, gradually refining the description
of the information to be searched, until the search
closes in on the target. Thus, in attempting to retrieve
the names of high school classmates, participants in
Williams and Hollan’s (1981) study produced an
enormous amount of information that was incidental
to the task of recalling the names, including details
about the school, about where people lived, and so
forth. Examination of this information suggested that
its main function was to probe one’s memory for
additional clues that could better specify a new con-
text for search.

Similarly, Reiser and his associates (Reiser et al.,
1985, 1986), in studying the recall of autobiographical
episodes, also emphasized that one memory retrieval
can be undertaken in order to provide cues for a
subsequent retrieval. According to their context-
plus-index model, specific personal episodes are
recalled by first recovering the general context in
which they were likely to have been encoded and
then specifying the features that uniquely distinguish
these experiences from others in that context. They
proposed that scripts (e.g., ‘eating in restaurants’;
Schank, 1982) typically serve as convenient retrieval
contexts. Burgess and Shallice (1996) also noted that
participants did not always retrieve the target mem-
ory record directly but sometimes recovered a useful
cue first. For example, it was not uncommon for
participants to answer the question ‘‘What was the
weather like yesterday morning?’’ by trying to
remember first what they were wearing.
Similar processes appear to take place in retriev-
ing information from semantic memory. A study by
Walker and Kintsch (1985) suggests that retrieving
the members of natural categories also relies on the
recovery of context. Verbal protocols suggested a
series of two-stage cycles: generating a context in
which category members are likely to be found, and
then using that context as a retrieval cue to produce
the category members themselves. Interestingly,
most of the contexts generated were episodic rather
than abstract-semantic (e.g., in searching for automo-
biles, one might visualize the cars in a parking lot or
in front of one’s dormitory).

We noted earlier that retrieval is more efficient
when the retrieval context closely matches the
encoding context. Rememberers can take advantage
of this principle by deliberately attempting to rein-
state the encoding context. Thus, for example, a
study by Smith (1979) suggests that mental reinstate-
ment of the learning environment may be almost as
beneficial for retrieval as actual, physical reinstate-
ment. Notably, mental context reinstatement has
been incorporated into the Cognitive Interview
(Fisher and Geiselman, 1992) as a means of facilitat-
ing witness recollection; prior to answering specific
questions about a past event, witnesses are instructed
to mentally recreate the context or state that existed
at the time of the original event. Another memory
principle that can be taken advantage of in a con-
trolled manner is the effect of schema activation on
retrieval. For example, in Anderson and Pichert’s
(1978) classic experiment, participants read a story
about two boys playing in a house from one of two
perspectives, that of a home buyer or that of a bur-
glar. After a standard recall task, participants were
asked to recall the story again, now adopting the
other perspective. The participants could now recall
additional details that were related to the new
perspective.

So far we have emphasized the deliberate use of
retrieval cues in remembering. However, throughout
the search, automatic activations can bring to mind a
variety of associations and memories. Thus, retrieval
often involves a complex interplay between a con-
trolled process and the automatic involuntary
emergence of ideas and associations (Collins and
Loftus, 1975; Nelson et al., 1998) that emanate from
the retrieval context or from the information already
recovered (Moscovitch, 1989; Jacoby, 1991). Sometimes
the controlled process will seize onto ideas that emerged
involuntarily and use them as intermediate cues on the
way to the sought-for target. In other cases they may be
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recognized as unwanted ‘interlopers,’ and effort will be
exerted to oppose their interfering influence (section
2.18.5.3; Jones, 1989).
2.18.4 Retrieval (Ecphory)

As explained in section 2.18.3.2, in this chapter the
retrieval-ecphory operation is treated as an auto-
matic, ballistic process whose course is not under
the control of the rememberer. Understanding the
nature of this process has been one of the long-
standing goals of memory research, and many formal
models have been proposed to describe it (e.g.,
Raaijmakers and Shiffrin, 1980, 1981; Hintzman,
1987; Murdock, 1993). We assume that rememberers
can exert control over retrieval only by affecting the
input to the retrieval operation. Such control, as the
preceding discussion suggests, can have a very large
impact on the outcome of the retrieval operation in
particular, and on the search process generally. In
addition, rememberers also make use of the retrieval
output to guide subsequent retrieval operations and
to convert the retrieved information into an overt
response. These aspects of postretrieval control are
covered in the following sections.
2.18.5 Controlled Postretrieval
Processes

As noted earlier, search and retrieval can be concep-
tualized as a reiterative process in which a
description is formed, cues are recruited to facilitate
the search, candidate answers are evaluated, and –
depending on the results – the search may be termi-
nated or the cycle may continue. In this section we
focus on processes that take place following the re-
trieval of candidate answers. These include
monitoring and control processes that aid in achiev-
ing one’s goals. First, rememberers monitor whether
the search is on the right track and, if necessary,
refine and reformulate the memory description or
change the retrieval strategy. Second, they evaluate
the correctness of retrieved candidate answers in
deciding whether or not the target has been reached.
Third, inhibition may be applied to reduce the inter-
ference from items of information that come to mind
but are judged to be incorrect. Finally, in deciding
whether to continue or terminate the search, remem-
berers may assess the likelihood of success and the
additional time and effort needed to reach the target.
Such an assessment may be particularly important
when remembering is done under pressure, for exam-
ple, when a lecturer quickly decides to settle for
‘several researchers have shown’ instead of continu-
ing to search for the specific names of the researchers.
We examine each of these processes in turn.
2.18.5.1 Updating and Refining the Search
Strategy and Internal Retrieval Cues

In the previous section we emphasized the control
exerted by rememberers in setting up the initial
search parameters (internal retrieval cues and overall
search strategy). We also noted, and reemphasize
here, the reiterative-cyclical nature of the search
process. After each retrieval attempt, these search
parameters may be refined and reformulated in
light of the information that has been retrieved. As
observed by Norman and Bobrow (1979) and by
several researchers subsequently, the ‘descriptions’
of the sought-for information are continuously
updated during the retrieval cycle, based on newly
retrieved information.

Search strategies may also be changed in light of
the retrieved information. For example, participants
may abandon one strategy in response to the retrieval
of information that appears to be particularly useful in
the context of a different strategy (Williams and
Santos-Williams, 1980). When a controlled, deliberate
search proves unsuccessful, however, rememberers
may decide to relinquish strategic control altogether,
adopting a passive-receptive attitude. Nickerson
(1981) noted that, in retrieving words from lists, par-
ticipants often begin with a passive attitude and then
switch to an active, systematic search when the passive
approach no longer yields a satisfactory return (see
also Walker and Kintsch, 1985). Koriat and Melkman
(1987) observed a similar pattern and also showed that,
when attentional resources are diverted, the retrieval
of words from a list becomes less controlled, moving
along associative links between the words rather than
along conceptual-logical relations.
2.18.5.2 Evaluating the Correctness
of Retrieved Information

A great deal of work emphasizes the importance of
postretrieval monitoring processes that evaluate the
relevance and correctness of retrieved information
(e.g., Burgess and Shallice, 1996; Kelley and Jacoby,
1996; Schacter et al., 1998; Koriat, 2000; Mitchell
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and Johnson, 2000). On the basis of these processes,
one decides not only whether each piece of
information that comes to mind is correct or not but
also whether the search is on the right track, whether
to continue searching for additional candidate
responses, and which of the many candidates that
came to mind is the best candidate answer. In a
later section we discuss the further crucial role of
monitoring processes in deciding whether or not to
report the best candidate answer, and in what form.
The operation of these processes is particularly im-
portant in real-life situations (e.g., eyewitness
testimony) in which a premium is placed on accurate
reporting.

Discussions of metacognition generally distinguish
between two basic types of monitoring processes
(Koriat and Levy-Sadot, 1999). Information-based
processes involve analytic, deliberate inferences in
which beliefs and knowledge in long-term memory
are consulted and weighed to reach an educated
judgment. Experience-based processes, in contrast,
are sensitive to online mnemonic cues, such as
retrieval fluency, that derive from the experience of
remembering itself. These cues give rise to subjective
feelings (e.g., a sense of conviction), which then
serve as the bases for metacognitive judgments
(Strack, 1992; Kelley and Jacoby, 1996; Koriat and
Levy-Sadot, 1999).

As an example of information-based, analytic
monitoring, rememberers may base their confidence
in the correctness of a particular candidate response
on the weight of the evidence that they can marshal
in favor of that candidate relative to the evidence in
support of the alternative candidates (e.g., Koriat
et al., 1980; Griffin and Tversky, 1992; McKenzie,
1997; Yates et al., 2002). Rememberers may also base
their confidence on metacognitive beliefs about their
own competence and skills (Dunning et al., 2003;
Perfect, 2004) and about the way in which various
factors can affect memory performance (Dunlosky
and Nelson, 1994; Mazzoni and Kirsch, 2002).

In contrast to this type of analytic and deliberate
evaluation, experience-based monitoring relies on
mnemonic cues that derive from the online processes
of remembering. Such cues as the ease with which
information comes to mind, or its vividness, may
contribute implicitly to the subjective confidence in
the correctness of that information. For example, it
has been observed that the more effort and the longer
the deliberation needed to reach an answer, the lower
is the confidence in that answer (e.g., Nelson and
Narens, 1990; Robinson et al., 1997; Koriat et al.,
2006). Kelley and Lindsay (1993) showed that when
priming speeds up the emergence of an answer, con-
fidence judgments also increase accordingly. This
effect occurred even for plausible but incorrect
answers. Although typically correct answers are asso-
ciated with shorter latencies than incorrect answers,
so that response latency is diagnostic of the correct-
ness of the answer that is retrieved or recognized,
there are situations in which retrieval fluency can be
misleading (Chandler, 1994). For example, asking
participants to imagine some childhood events
increased confidence that these events did indeed
happen in the past (Garry et al., 1996). Merely
being asked about an event twice also increased sub-
jective confidence. Possibly, imagining an event or
attempting to recall it increases its retrieval fluency,
which in turn contributes to the confidence that the
event has occurred.

A prominent theory that includes both automatic
and controlled monitoring processes is Johnson’s
(1997) source monitoring framework. According to
this framework, in discriminating the origin or source
of information, people take advantage of the fact that
mental experiences from different sources (e.g., per-
ception vs. imagination) differ on average in their
phenomenal qualities such as visual clarity and con-
textual details (See Chapter 2.19). Although these
diagnostic qualities can support a rapid, heuristically
based source monitoring, sometimes more strategic,
deliberative processes may be applied. Both types of
processes require setting criteria for making a judg-
ment and procedures for comparing activated
information to the criteria. Closely related processes
have been discussed in the context of Jacoby and
Kelley’s attributional approach to memory (e.g.,
Jacoby et al., 1989; Kelley and Rhodes, 2002) and in
Whittlesea’s SCAPE framework (e.g., Whittlesea and
Williams, 2001a,b; Whittlesea, 2002).

Many memory errors are the result of source
confusions – the attribution of retrieved elements
to the wrong context ( Johnson, 1997). For example,
the effects of misleading postevent information have
been attributed, at least in part, to deficient source
monitoring, by which the postevent misinformation
is wrongly attributed to the witnessed event (see
Lindsay, 1994; Mitchell and Johnson, 2000). Source
confusions can arise when the activated information
during retrieval is incomplete or ambiguous, or
when the cues used in attributing information
to sources are not diagnostic. Divided attention dur-
ing encoding has been found to impair source
monitoring (Craik and Byrd, 1982), presumably
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because they disrupt contextual binding. High per-
ceptual similarity between two sources, as well as
similarity in the encoding processes, also increase
source confusions (Ferguson et al., 1992; Dodson
and Johnson, 1996). Although vividness and percep-
tual detail are generally diagnostic of actual
memories (Conway et al., 1996), thinking about
imagined events also increases their vividness,
thereby impairing reality monitoring for these
events (Suengas and Johnson, 1988).

Several mechanisms have been proposed that can
help reduce source confusions and reject false mem-
ories (see Odegard and Lampinen, 2006). For
example, distinctive encoding manipulations have
been shown to reduce the occurrence of false recall
and recognition. Such manipulations include present-
ing each word together with a picture representing it
(Israel and Schacter, 1997; Schacter et al., 1999), visual
rather than auditory presentation (Smith and Hunt,
1998), having participants say the words out loud at
study (Dodson and Schacter, 2001), or having the
participants rate the pleasantness of the words during
study (Smith and Hunt, 1998). Schacter et al. (1999)
have explained such findings in terms of a distinctive-

ness heuristic, a mode of responding based on
participants’ metacognitive belief that true memory
of studied items should include recollection of dis-
tinctive details. Participants can use this heuristic to
reject foils that evoke memorial experiences lacking
the distinctive qualities known to be present at study.
A similar metacognitive strategy has been suggested
by Strack and Bless (1994) to underlie judgments of
nonoccurrence. They showed that, if an event is
judged to be memorable (salient) but elicits no clear
recollection during testing, it can be rejected with
high confidence as not having occurred. In contrast,
in the absence of a clear recollection of a nonmemor-
able event, rememberers may infer that the event
actually had occurred but had simply been forgotten.
Also, studying material under conditions unfavorable
for learning (or expecting fast forgetting, Ghetti,
2003) results in a relatively high rate of false alarms
for nonmemorable distractors.

In the framework of Fuzzy Trace Theory,
Brainerd et al. (2003) proposed recollection rejection
as another mechanism for identifying and editing out
false memories. By this mechanism, a distractor that
is consistent with the gist of a presented item may be
rejected when the verbatim trace of that item is
recollected. Thus, participants can reject ‘SOFA’ as
having occurred in the study list if they recall that the
word ‘COUCH’ was in the list and if they have
noticed that all words in the study list were unrelated

to each other. Recollection rejection has been shown

to operate in rejecting false narrative statements

(Brainerd et al., 2006) and may also occur for self-

generated candidate responses that emerge during

recall.
Finally, Burgess and Shallice’s (1996) model, men-

tioned earlier, also includes a mechanism for the

screening of retrieved information. The model

assumes that ‘editor’ processes are initiated whenever

a descriptor is set. These processes check that

retrieved memory items do not contradict previously

retrieved elements of the event, and that they are

compatible with the overall descriptor requirements.

Evidence for the operation of such a mechanism

comes from error corrections in verbal protocols

obtained during autobiographical recollections of

recent everyday events. One participant, who was

asked to describe the first thing that came to mind

that happened to him in January, was recorded

thinking:

Something that happened in January? . . . I com-

pleted a major sale. No! I didn’t complete a major

sale in January at all. I didn’t sell anything at all in

January because I remember looking at the board

and that was blank.’’ (Burgess and Shallice, 1996:

382)

Applying their model to the study of confabulations,
Burgess and Shallice (1996) pointed to impaired edi-
tor processes, along with insufficiently focused
retrieval descriptions, as two of their main causes.
2.18.5.3 Inhibiting Wrong/Irrelevant
Information

As noted earlier, a great deal of unwanted informa-

tion is retrieved during the search for a solicited

target, which must be cast aside as the search

continues. Therefore, a potentially important contri-

butor to successful retrieval is the efficient inhibition

of such incidental information and, in particular, the

inhibition of rejected candidate answers that would

otherwise keep coming to mind and interfering with

the search. The effect of such interference has been

emphasized in studies of the TOT phenomenon, in

which the failure to retrieve the correct target while

in the TOT state is attributed, in part, to the inter-

fering effect of ‘interlopers’ – plausible but wrong

candidate answers that share some features with the
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target (Reason and Lucas, 1984; Jones, 1989; Burke
et al., 1991).

It has been observed that retrieving some items of
a studied list with the aid of category cues impairs the
later recall of other studied items from the same
category, but not of other unrelated studied items
(Anderson et al., 1994; Anderson and Spellman,
1995; Anderson, 2003). This retrieval-induced for-
getting has been attributed to inhibitory
mechanisms that operate to suppress unwanted infor-
mation in order to overcome retrieval competition
(Anderson et al., 2000; Levy and Anderson, 2002).
Hasher and her colleagues (Hamm and Hasher,
1992; Hasher et al., 1999) suggested that inhibitory
processes are used to suppress goal-irrelevant infor-
mation that has been activated in working memory,
or to prevent candidate answers from being immedi-
ately reported, so that other candidates can also be
retrieved and considered (Hasher and Zacks, 1988;
Hasher et al., 1999; Radvansky et al., 2005). May and
Hasher (1998) demonstrated that the controlled inhi-
bition of the irrelevant contents of working memory
is deficient in older adults, and in young adults dur-
ing their off-peak time of the day.

Directed forgetting is another example of controlled
inhibition in memory. Research indicates that, when
people are instructed to forget a previously learned
piece of information, they are often successful in
reducing or eliminating the interference between
that information and the subsequent retrieval of to-
be-remembered information (Bjork and Woodward,
1973; Bjork, 1989). The underlying mechanism seems
to involve inhibiting the retrieval of the to-be-
forgotten information. Indeed, when memory is
tested through recognition or relearning, or when it
is tested through indirect measures of memory such
as priming, performance on the to-be-forgotten items
is typically comparable to that of to-be-remembered
items (Basden et al., 1993; Bjork and Bjork, 1996).
2.18.5.4 Deciding Whether to Continue
or Terminate the Search

We have characterized the search process as reitera-
tive, but it is, of course, not endless. At some point,
the memory search must terminate – either when no
relevant information can be retrieved or after some
information (correct or incorrect) has been retrieved,
and the rememberer either believes that the target
has been reached or has given up. The decision to
stop the search is at least partially under the control
of the rememberer and is based on such factors as
level of confidence in the best candidate answer
produced so far, the feeling that one knows the
answer even though it has not (yet) been retrieved,
the amount of time and effort invested so far, and the
incentives for successful performance.

Whereas it is self evident that high confidence in a
retrieved answer will induce the rememberer to ter-
minate the memory search, there is also evidence that
this decision is affected by the feeling of knowing
(FOK) regarding answers that have not yet been
retrieved. When FOK is high, participants spend
more time searching for the target before giving up
than when FOK is low (Nelson and Narens, 1990;
Barnes et al., 1999).

The decision to continue the search is also
affected by the expected reward for correct retrieval.
Loftus and Wickens (1970) found that the larger the
reward offered at the time of retrieval, the more time
participants spent before terminating the retrieval,
although this did not affect their performance. More
direct evidence comes from Barnes et al. (1999) in
examining the ‘willingness to continue searching’
component of their metacognitive retrieval model.
They assumed that the willingness to continue
searching depends on two conflicting incentives –
the reward for finding the correct answer and the
cost of spending additional search time. For example,
in most exam situations, continuing to search for an
answer to one question is beneficial to the extent that
this allows the correct answer to be reached, but it is
detrimental to the extent that this takes away from
the time that can be spent on other questions.
Manipulating the reward for each correct answer
and the cost of additional search time on a cued-
recall test, Barnes et al. (1999) found that both higher
rewards and lower costs induced the participants to
take longer before responding. This increased the
number of correct responses and decreased the num-
ber of omission errors without increasing the number
of commission errors – indicating that the additional
retrieval effort was not in vain.
2.18.6 Controlled Report Processes

2.18.6.1 Deciding Whether or Not to Report
an Answer

Much memory research has used forced-report test-
ing procedures, such as forced-choice recognition or
forced cued recall, in which the participant is
required to select/provide an answer to each and
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every test probe. In most everyday memory situa-

tions, however, as in many laboratory recall tasks,

rememberers have the option of free report; that is,

they are allowed to decide for themselves whether

to answer a particular memory query, or instead to

respond ‘don’t know’ (or refrain from responding).
The option of free report is particularly crucial in

situations, such as courtroom testimony, in which a

premium is placed on accurate reporting. Koriat and

Goldsmith (1994, 1996b) showed that, when partici-

pants are given the option of free report and a

moderate incentive for accurate reporting (a penalty

for each wrong answer equal to the reward for each

correct answer), they are able to boost the accuracy of

what they report substantially in comparison to

forced-report testing. They do so by withholding

best-candidate answers that are likely to be wrong.

For example, in one study (Koriat and Goldsmith,

1994, Experiment 1), the option of free report

allowed participants to increase their recall accuracy

from 47.6% in forced report to 76.6%. Moreover,

when given an even stronger accuracy incentive (a

10:1 penalty-to-reward ratio; Koriat and Goldsmith

[1996b, Experiment 1], or the loss of all winnings if a

single wrong answer is volunteered, Koriat and

Goldsmith [1994, Experiment 3]), report accuracy

was boosted even further. In each case, however,

the increased report accuracy came at the price of a

reduction in the quantity of correct information

reported – that is, a quantity-accuracy trade-off (see

also Barnes et al., 1999; Kelley and Sahakyan, 2003).
The existence of a quantity-accuracy trade-off

means that rememberers must strive to find a com-

promise between these two conflicting aims in

regulating their reporting. Consider, for example, a

courtroom witness who has sworn ‘‘to tell the whole

truth and nothing but the truth.’’ Generally, it is not

possible to fulfill both endeavors simultaneously.

How, then, should the witness proceed?
Koriat and Goldsmith (1996a) proposed a model

(for similar models, see Barnes et al., 1999; Higham,

2002), in which one first assesses the likelihood that

one’s best candidate answer is correct and then com-

pares this assessment to a report criterion. The

answer is volunteered if its assessed probability of

being correct passes the criterion; otherwise, it is

withheld. The setting of the criterion is assumed to

depend on the relative incentives for accuracy and

quantity; in general, report accuracy should increase,

but the quantity of correct answers should decrease

as the criterion level is raised.
In line with this model, a very strong relationship
was found between the tendency to report an answer
under free-report conditions and subjective confidence
in the answer (assessed probability that the answer is
correct). In one study, for example, the mean within-
participant gamma correlation between confidence in
the answer and the decision to volunteer it or withhold
it on a recall test was .95 (Koriat and Goldsmith, 1996b,
Experiment 1; see also Kelley and Sahakyan, 2003). In
addition, manipulating the incentives for accurate
reporting in the manner described earlier (by manip-
ulating the relative rewards and penalties for correct
and incorrect answers, respectively) induced remem-
berers to adjust their report criterion accordingly;
higher levels of confidence were required for reporting
answers under a strong accuracy incentive than under
a more moderate accuracy incentive (Koriat and
Goldsmith, 1996b, Experiment 1; Kelley and
Sahakyan, 2003, Experiment 1). Finally, modeling the
report decision in terms of a confidence criterion (cut-
off), with the level of the criterion for each participant
allowed to vary as a free parameter, yielded a very
good fit with the data, accounting for about 94% of the
participants’ actual report decisions under recall testing
(Koriat and Goldsmith, 1996b, Experiment 1). Similar
levels of fit were found by Kelley and Sahakyan (2003).

The consideration of the role of metacognitive
monitoring and control processes in reporting has
yielded some interesting insights concerning vari-
ables that affect memory accuracy and quantity
performance. One, of course, is the effect of accu-
racy motivation mentioned earlier. A second
important variable is monitoring effectiveness, that
is, the extent to which the rememberer can distin-
guish between correct and incorrect answers. On
the one hand, as monitoring effectiveness increases,
the option of free report allows one to screen out
wrong candidate answers without also mistakenly
screening out correct candidate answers, thereby
reducing the rate of the quantity-accuracy trade-
off. On the other hand, when monitoring effective-
ness is impaired, the exercise of the option to
withhold answers may yield little or no benefit in
terms of report accuracy (Koriat and Goldsmith,
1996b; Rhodes and Kelley, 2005; Kelley and
Sahakyan, 2003) and may simply reduce the quan-
tity of correct information that is reported (Higham,
2002), compared with forced report.

A third important variable is test format with –
recall versus recognition. This variable has been
implicated in both traditional, quantity-oriented
research and in more naturalistic, accuracy-oriented
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research, with opposing implications. Whereas the
general finding from decades of laboratory research
(e.g., Brown, 1976) is that recognition testing is super-
ior to recall testing in eliciting a greater quantity of
correct information from memory, the established
wisdom in eyewitness research, for example, is that
recall is superior to recognition in eliciting accurate
information from rememberers (e.g., Hilgard and
Loftus, 1979; Neisser, 1988). Koriat and Goldsmith
(1994), however, showed that this recall–recognition
paradox actually stems from the common confound-
ing between test format (recall vs. recognition) and
report option (free vs. forced). Typically, recognition
participants are forced either to choose between sev-
eral alternatives or to make a yes–no decision
regarding each and every item, whereas recall par-
ticipants have the freedom to withhold information
that they are unsure about. Comparing performance
on a free-recognition test (in which participants had
the option to respond ‘don’t know’ to individual
items), to a free-recall test, Koriat and Goldsmith
(1994) found that recognition quantity performance
was still superior to recall, but now recognition
accuracy was as high or even higher than recall
accuracy. An examination of the underlying memory
and metamemory components of recall and recogni-
tion performance (See Chapter 2.20; Koriat and
Goldsmith, 1996b) indicated that monitoring effec-
tiveness was in fact somewhat lower for recognition
than for recall testing, but that this disadvantage was
more than compensated for by superior memory
access and the adoption of a more conservative report
criterion under recognition testing.

The consideration of the role of metacognitive
monitoring and control processes in reporting has
also yielded interesting insights with regard to other
important topics and questions, such as developmen-
tal changes in memory accuracy (Koriat et al., 2001;
Roebers et al., 2001), memory decline in the elderly
( Jacoby, 1999; Pansky et al., 2002; Kelley and
Sahakyan, 2003; Rhodes and Kelley, 2005), cognitive
and metacognitive impairment in schizophrenia
(Danion et al., 2001; Koren et al., 2006), psychometric
and scholastic testing (Koriat and Goldsmith, 1998;
Higham, 2007), and the classic encoding specificity
principle (Higham, 2002; Higham and Tam, 2005).
As just one example, there has been a question about
the reliability of children’s memory, particularly in
the area of legal testimony, (e.g., Bruck and Ceci,
1999). Yet, Koriat et al. (2001) showed that children
as young as 8 or 9 years old can regulate their mem-
ory reporting to produce a more accurate record of
past events when they are allowed to screen out
wrong answers and when they are explicitly moti-
vated to do so. Furthermore, like adults, they are also
sensitive to specific levels of accuracy incentive,
increasing the accuracy of their reports further
when a higher premium is placed on memory accu-
racy. However, the children in that study (see also
Roebers et al., 2001) and elderly adults in other
studies (Pansky et al., 2002; Kelley and Sahakyan,
2003; Rhodes and Kelley, 2005) were found to be
less effective than young adults in utilizing the option
to withhold answers to enhance their accuracy.

Of course, there may be variables whose influ-
ences are not amenable to control by way of report
regulation. For example, Payne et al. (2004) observed
that when participants were allowed the option of
free report, they could enhance their overall memory
accuracy, but the withholding of answers did not
reduce stereotype bias. Their findings suggest that
stereotypes distort memory through an unconscious-
accessibility bias to which subjective confidence is
insensitive. The implication is that any variable that
affects memory performance without affecting sub-
jective confidence (i.e., that cannot be monitored)
will not be susceptible to report control.
2.18.6.2 Deciding on the Grain Size
of the Reported Answer

In addition to the exercise of report option, another
means by which rememberers regulate the accuracy
and amount of information that they report is con-
trolling the grain size of their report, that is, the
precision or coarseness of their answers (Yaniv and
Foster, 1995, 1997; Goldsmith and Koriat, 1999;
Goldsmith et al., 2002, 2005). For example, when
asked to specify what time an event occurred, a
rememberer who is unsure might provide a relatively
coarse response such as ‘‘in the late afternoon’’ or
‘‘between 5.00 and 6.00 p.m.,’’ rather than venture a
more precise response. In fact, Neisser (1988)
observed that, when answering open-ended ques-
tions, participants tended to provide answers at a
level of generality at which they were ‘‘not likely to
be mistaken.’’ Of course, more coarsely grained
answers, while more likely to be correct, are also
less informative. Thus, Goldsmith et al. (2002) pro-
posed that the control of grain size is guided by an
accuracy-informativeness trade-off (see also Yaniv
and Foster, 1997), similar to the accuracy-quantity
trade-off that guides the exercise of report option.
They found that, when participants were allowed to
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control the grain size of their report, they did so in a

strategic manner, sacrificing informativeness (preci-

sion) for the sake of accuracy when their subjective

confidence in the more precise-informative answer

was low. The participants also took into account the

relative payoffs for accuracy and informativeness in

choosing the grain size of their answers; they tended

to provide more precise answers (thus taking a

greater risk of being wrong) when the relative payoff

for informativeness was high than when it was low.

The monitoring and control processes involved in

the regulation of memory grain size appear to

be similar to those underlying the decision to volun-

teer or withhold specific items of information,

implying perhaps the use of common metacognitive

mechanisms.
As in the case of report option, a consideration of

the control of grain size in memory reporting has

begun to shed light on other memory phenomena

and issues. One example is the potential role of control

over grain size in modulating the changes that occur

in memory over time. Goldsmith et al. (2005) exam-

ined the regulation of report grain size over different

retention intervals. Starting with the well-known find-

ing that people often remember the gist of an event

though they have forgotten its details, they asked

whether rememberers might exploit the differential

forgetting rates of coarse and precise information in

regulating the accuracy of the information that they

report over time. The results suggested that, when

given control over the grain size of their answers,

people attempt to maintain a stable level of report

accuracy by providing coarser answers at longer

retention intervals.
In this section we focused on the control of grain

size that takes place at the reporting stage. There is

evidence, however, that rememberers can also

control the level of coarseness or precision at which

they retrieve information (Anderson et al., 2001;

Brainerd et al., 2002; Koutstaal, 2003; Koutstaal and

Cavendish, 2006). Koutstaal (2003), for example,

showed that rememberers can flexibly alternate

between attempts to query memory at a highly spe-

cific level and attempts to query memory at a

categorical level, and that this flexibility is somewhat

impaired in older participants. Moreover, Koutstaal

and Cavendish (2006) found that initially inducing

participants to adopt and use a gist-based retrieval

orientation can impair performance on a subsequent

memory task that requires a more precise retrieval

orientation.
2.18.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we examined the processes of volun-
tary remembering that are under the control of the
rememberer. Such control is evident throughout the
course of remembering, from the initial decision
regarding whether and how to begin the memory
search, until the final decision regarding how the
retrieved information is to be reported. The investi-
gation of self-controlled processes in remembering
presents a methodological challenge to students of
memory, because such processes are, by definition,
less amenable to strict experimental control. Yet,
as evidenced by the work reviewed in this chapter,
recent years have seen a growing willingness to
face this challenge. Clearly, however, much more
work needs to be done to illuminate the underlying
mechanisms of controlled remembering and clarify
the intricate interplay between controlled and auto-
matic memory processes. Ultimately, research should
be targeted toward integrating these processes into
more general theories of memory and remembering.
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